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Executive summary
What is the purpose of this document?

What housing offer is proposed?

This document presents the comprehensive proposals of
E16 Community Land Trust (E16 CLT) and partners to the
London Borough of Newham for the delivery of around
45 CLT homes that are 100% genuinely affordable in
perpetuity and deliverable across two sites in the Custom
House regeneration area.

Initial site due diligence, architectural capacity and
detailed financial modelling demonstrate the viability,
land value and grant funding requirements for 100%
affordable proposals to be delivered by E16 CLT with the
ongoing support of the CLT Alliance, expert development
management capacity, and funding and advisory support
from CLH London and the GLA Community Housing Fund.

Who is making the proposals?
The proposals are put forward by E16 CLT with the
backing of the recently formed CLT Alliance comprising
partners London Community Land Trust, The People’s
Empowerment Alliance for Custom House (PEACH) and
Newham Citizens, part of TELCO Citizens. This document
is put forward in fulfilment of the initial requirements of
the CLT Alliance set out in the emerging Memorandum
of Understanding with LB Newham for the realisation of
Community Land Trust homes in the borough.
The proposals directly respond to PEACH’s Alternative
Regeneration Plan and local mandate for perpetually
affordable community-led housing in the regeneration
area, and to the Mayor of Newham’s pledge to support
Community Land Trust homes in the borough. The
preparation of the site feasibility, financial viability and
business case proposals have benefitted from the funding
and expert support of the Mayor of London’s Community
Led Housing London hub and advice from igloo
Regeneration, London CLT and other supportive actors in
the residential development sector.

The proposals provide concrete solutions for
(1) The relocation of existing homeowners within the
regeneration area with an ownership product that is
affordable in perpetuity, initially based on local equity
values;
(2) The inclusion of social rented homes for eligible
displaced households, responding to both the council
and CLT’s strategic aim to maximise social rented housing
across the area, and;
(3) The possible provision of an affordable ownership
in perpetuity product based on median incomes in
Newham aimed at first time buyers, as an alternative to (1)
above.
These initial proposals are seen as the first two projects
in a CLT pipeline for Newham, with progress on these
and further opportunities to be structured by the
emerging MoU between the council and CLT Alliance. The
architectural feasibility demonstrates the opportunity for
high quality, sustainable, family-orientated schemes of:
• 22 dwellings on the Vandome Close garage site
(part of the Early Site) and
• 23 dwellings plus a multi-purpose replacement
community space at the Shed 22 site on Coolfin Road.

What is the financial viability position and preferred
affordability mix?
Detailed financial modelling by development consultants
Pointe Michel Ltd has tested and determined a viable tenure
mix, grant requirement, partner surplus and residual land
value for a ‘policy baseline’ (‘red book’ equivalent) scenario
and three options.
The table below summarises the key indicators: Option 2a
for 100% median income ownership in perpetuity requires
additional grant above precedent levels and nil land
value to be viable, and falls short of E16 CLT’s objective to
include low cost rented housing. Option 3 is an exercise to
determine the grant level required for a 100% social rented
approach on the two sites, as a basis for discussion for LB
Newham on value for money.
We expect that Option 2b (shown in the table on the
following page) shall be the preferred option: a mixed
scheme of social rented and affordable ownership
homes in perpetuity priced for displaced leaseholders
but also attractive to first time buyers. Subject to
further design, cost and financial viability work, we
expect this mixed approach to be viable with precedent
grant levels from the GLA’s Community Housing Fund
enabled by nil land value across both sites.
Perpetual affordability is a key tenet of the proposals: the
exemption from Right to Buy/Acquire for Community Land
Trusts shall ensure the social rented housing remains for
those in acute housing need long into the future, and
the CLT is proposing resale price controls on affordable
ownership homes to ensure these remain outside the
open market.
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Option

Capacity

Mix

Grant requirement

Partner surplus

Baseline

Vandome Close
22 units
Coolfin Road
23 units plus reprovided community
space

Policy baseline: 23 market sale, 11
shared ownership and 11 social
rent

GLA Affordable Homes Programme
tariff rate total £1.4m

20% on market
sale 10% on
affordable

100% Affordable ownership in
perpetuity, priced for local median
incomes

GLA Community Housing Fund
precedent grant rate, total £2.34m

10%

2b

38 Affordable ownership in
perpetuity priced for existing local
leaseholders and 7 social rent

GLA Community Housing Fund
precedent grant rate

10%

3

100% Social rent in perpetuity

Total £7.56m grant required
(average £168,036 /unit)

10%

2a

What is E16 CLT’s proposed operating model?

Who shall develop the homes?

E16 CLT’s operating model is informed by a detailed SWOT
analysis, consideration of development and operating
options and engagement with partners. It centres on the
CLT’s objective to operate and steward both genuinely
affordable sale and low cost rented housing for Custom
House people in perpetuity, whilst recognising and
mitigating its inexperience in development and housing
management through partnership working. The CLT is
progressing with preparations to register as an RP and
expects to become registered by 2022, in advance of
completion and first occupation of CLT homes.

For the initial projects the CLT shall work with an
experienced development partner or development
manager responsible for delivery of the scheme, in the first
instance the garage plot and adjacent disused terraced
housing element of the Vandome Close Early Site. The CLT
and advisors are exploring joint ventures, development
agreements and partnerships to determine the optimum
structure for the involvement of development expertise
and capacity, and looking at where these options have
worked successfully in the past. Specialist CLT advice shall
be provided by London CLT through the CLT Alliance and
community partnerships will continue with PEACH and
Newham Citizens to engage local people and maximise
the socio-economic impacts of the process and outcome.
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How will the projects boost LB Newham’s regeneration
programme?
Rapid delivery of the Vandome Close scheme, making
use of the GLA’s Community Housing Fund for revenue
and capital grant, will permit the rehousing of existing
homeowners and renters, helping to unlock Newham’s
later phases. It will also build much-needed trust and
confidence between community and council, placing later,
larger stages of the regeneration programme on solid
footings. The Coolfin Road site shall follow on, coordinated
with its wider phase – there is the opportunity to take both
sites to planning simultaneously to drive value-for-money
in the pre-development process, though we recognise
that detailed discussions and site release should take
place on Vandome in priority. Housing management shall
in the medium term be carried out by an experienced,
compatible partner and discussions have begun with Coop Homes and CDS Co-operatives, both of which provide
property management services to the third sector.
What are the key benefits for community wealth
building and added value?
The key areas of value added and community wealth
building that E16 CLT and partners will deliver are:
(1) Additionality – more of the right kind of homes to
meet specific local housing need/appetite and therefore
help unlock the regeneration phases
(2) Genuine affordability in perpetuity – innovative
pricing and tenures, secured in perpetuity, both for
ownership and rent, including CLT exemption from Right
to Buy/Acquire
(3) Socio-economic impact and wellbeing – deep
community involvement generating trust, satisfaction,
health and community resilience outcomes, evidenced by
studies of community-led housing elsewhere

Executive summary
What has this process concluded?
The exercise described in this document has shown that a
significant tranche of CLT homes is viable and deliverable
in Custom House and can meet Newham’s strategic
objectives for relocating homeowners and renters, and
achieve the CLT ambition of housing by the community,
for the community, at genuinely affordable prices in
perpetuity. It will realise the Mayor’s Community Land Trust
pledge, generating real community wealth and helping
to take the regeneration programme forwards with local
support and buy-in.
How does the CLT Alliance propose to work with
Newham?
With this study concluded and a thorough business case
developed over the following pages, E16 CLT, Newham
Citizens, PEACH and London CLT expect to move confidently
forwards with LB Newham to realise the potential for
Community Land Trust homes in the borough. As the draft
MoU sets out, this will necessitate a spirit of trust, mutual
respect, collaboration and dedicated officer resource from
Newham. Crucially, energetic and prompt progress must
be made to deploy the GLA’s Community Housing Fund in
Newham. The Alliance stands ready to agree a programme
and move forwards.

The next steps to take together

Timeline to achieve
programme

1. Newham to consider these proposals and provide detailed feedback, in line with the intent of
the draft MoU.

MoU to be signed November
2020. Detailed feedback
required by December 2020.

2. The CLT Alliance to support Newham with internal governance and decision-making to release
the sites and identify and secure funding, including the process for demonstrating benefits in
exchange of ‘best consideration’.

By the end of 2020.

3. The CLT Alliance and Newham to co-produce a Heads of Terms for CLT delivery on the sites,
building on the suggested HoTs in this document.

January 2021.

4. CLT Alliance, the Project Team and Newham to investigate opportunities to further refine
the proposals, including partner profit/surplus expectations, integration with the masterplan
and opportunities to improve viability through arrangement efficiency and community space
funding.

December 2020 – January 2021.

5. All parties to agree timescales and processes for rapid delivery of the Vandome Close Early Site
opportunity.

January 2021.
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E16 Community Land Trust | E16 CLT’s mission and achievements to date
Mission
E16 Community Land Trust has a vision to realise a
regeneration in Custom House that works for everyone,
as well as to provide truly affordable housing for our
community, now and in the future. We want to work with
the Council to achieve the Mayor’s pledge to support the
establishment of a CLT in the borough and become the
first CLT in Newham. We have been born from the work of
hundreds of local residents in Custom House who joined
together through the People’s Empowerment Alliance
for Custom House (PEACH) to produce the Alternative
Regeneration Plan, a community-led vision for the
regeneration of our neighbourhood.

Achievements
Since we incorporated in 2018, E16 CLT have been on a
journey firstly to build our skills and capacity to deliver
CLT homes and secondly to raise the funds and bringing
in the expertise necessary to create the plans to show it is
possible.

developing plans to deliver and manage homes and
built relationships with experienced CLT’s and housing
organisations like London CLT, CDS Co-operatives and local
housing co-ops such as Dennis Housing Co-op in Poplar.
As a start-up organisation with a big vision the biggest
challenge has to prove we can deliver what we say we can.
Since our inception we have raised over £50,000, from a
number of sources as well as securing pro-bono advice
and support from across the sector. The Community
Housing Fund, awarded us a grant of £30,000 in summer
2019 towards an initial feasibility study, a great reflection
of the potential they saw in our project. Since then
members of E16 wrote a brief, tendered for an architectled team, interviewed and recruited awarding Citizens
Design Bureau the opportunity to develop this feasibility
study. This has been a success and we expect to be bidding
for our next major tranche of Community Housing Fund
money before the end of 2020.

As a group we have reached out widely in the CLT and
community-led housing network, establishing excellent
relationships with organisations like National CLT Network
and Community-Led Housing London who provide
guidance and support. We have also made connections
with a wide range of community-led housing schemes and
been on site visits around the UK and Europe including
Granby 4 Streets in Liverpool, Brighton CLT, Leathermarket
CBS in Southwark and a range of schemes in the thriving
housing co-operative scene of Zurich. Closer to home we
have also identified the support we have needed with
E16 Community Land Trust
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E16 Community Land Trust | Trustees/Directors

Sophie Jones

Hanna Osundina

Alex Peters

I have lived in E16 for over 3 years and have seen how much
of the regeneration in the area doesn’t work for existing
local communities and doesn’t provide the affordable
housing we need. I joined E16 CLT to help change that. In
my day job, I work as a fundraiser for a charity for children
in care & young care leavers.

I have lived in Canning Town, E16 for a few years and
decided to become a CLT trustee to get involved in my
community while using my experience as a Development
and Regeneration professional. I am passionate about
using my expertise to help the community develop truly
affordable housing for local people.

I have been a resident of Custom House all of my life. I
live in the Prince Regent Lane side of the area and I have
observed many changes over the decades.
My motivation for being part of the team is to stay in
tune with the developments of the locality and I love
understanding the psychology of communities as well as
individuals. I see this as a great opportunity for learning
with a view to understand how I can help others around
me.

I am a Senior Development Manager for East Wick and
Sweetwater projects. In my role, I manage the feasibility,
business planning, budget, design, programming and
planning of the mixed-use regeneration project of over
1,800 homes on the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park.

Eeswari Sabanthan
My husband and I have been running a business in Custom
House for the past 33 years. I have been a PEACH member
since its inception. I am a member of E16 CLT too for I am
interested in the welfare and the future of the community
in the Regeneration looming ahead.

I am also the founder of Black Women in Real Estate,
bringing together black women in property with the intent
for them to connect, empower each other and grow. In
addition, I am the vice chair of the University of Greenwich’s
Construction, Property and Surveying Practices – Industry
Advisory Board and I sit on the Estate Gazette’s D&I Content
Advisory Panel.
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In my profession, I am a dance tutor/mentor. I am currently
a resident DJ at Maritime Radio and involved in public
speaking in various capacities. I have worked in Royal
Docks Community School, Shipman Youth Club & St Johns
Community Centre (all in E16), in a mentoring & youth
work capacity.

E16 Community Land Trust | Trustees/Directors

Caroline Verdant

James Perera

Gemma Kervaon Taylor

I’m a Higher Level Teaching Assistant at St Antony’s Catholic
Primary School and a Newham Citizens leader.

I’m an EICR Test and Inspection Electrician for housing
association properties in the South-East. I’m also a writer
in my spare time, having had two novels published
and a novelette sized short featured as the title story
in an anthology also. Of course, I’m passionate about
community-led housing and am driven to see the first
Community Land Trust realised in the E16 regeneration
area.

I was born and bred in Newham and have lived there all
my life, I bought my place in Custom House, only to have
the news that it will be knocked down. I joined the CLT
because I want to help my local community to be able to
stay in Custom House and not to be forced to leave because
of the cost of new developments.

I have become a board member as I was priced out of the
housing market in Newham, I was born in Forest Gate and
lived there up to 12 years ago. Today it is still an issue that
I am very passionate about, I believe the local community
should have a say in how their community is built and not
be displaced at a moments notice.
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E16 Community Land Trust | Trustees/Directors

Lawrence Talabi

Boglarka Filler

Mabel Amponsah

I was born in Nigeria in 1953 and I attended Yaba College
of Technology and studied Accountancy. Following that I
worked in accountancy in Nigeria from 1973 to 1988.

I have been living in the Canning Town/Custom House
area since 2011. My experiences as a Mears tenant &
disenfranchised person have prompted me to gain a
degree in International Development, followed by further
studies. I am a mother of two who has worked in retail
intermittently but I have a keen interest in social sciences
and community empowerment. I became a member of
PEACH & E16 CLT as I wrote my dissertation on the housing
crisis with the aim of exploring possible solutions and
also helping local people. Ensuring that the regeneration
benefits all is of key importance to me especially as I am
planning to carry out further research on the topic. I am
very happy to be part of the CLT.

I have lived in Custom House for 7 years now and am the
secretary of the E16 CLT. I have 5 children and am a midwife
at Newham General Hospital and am studying to become
a health visitor. I have been a Mears tenant living in the
regeneration area since I came to Custom House and have
suffered from terrible housing conditions leading me to be
moved to a different property. I have been an active part of
the Mears Cats campaign which has led to our rent being
reduced by between 40-60%. I also worked for PEACH
as a community organiser and helped to develop the
Alternative Regeneration Plan with local residents which
inspired E16 CLT to start up.

I came to the United Kingdom in 1988 and started living
at my present house on Adamson Road, Custom House
in April 1990. Since then I studied Accountancy at North
London College of Accountancy and became a qualified
Member of Accounting Technicians (MAAT). I also attended
the University of Greenwich where I obtained a BA in
Accountancy and Finance after which I started working as
an Auditor at JK Shah Chartered Certified Accountants and
Auditors.
More recently, I attended University of London (Birkbeck)
and obtained LLB and studied at Nigerian Law School
where I obtained BL. I was called to the Nigerian Bar as
Barrister and Solicitor of the Supreme Court of Nigeria
recently.
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E16 Community Land Trust | Trustees/Directors

Terrence Regan

Sean Connolly

My name is Terrence Regan and I’ve lived in Custom house
for 50 years on and off. I moved in when I was 3 years old
and had my 4th birthday here. I’ve been involved with the
Custom House co-production steering group for about a
year and half now after being elected to be a community
rep. I’m also a member of PEACH and local charity
organisations. My childhood in the area was great and full
of good memories but I’ve seen so many changes. My first
job and early career was in demolition and I was heavily
involved with the demolition of the notorious Ronan Point
and surrounding flats.

I am a Catholic priest, originally from Walthamstow,
ministering in Newham for the past twenty years in two
churches, latterly in St. Stephen’s, Manor Park. We are a
diverse community across age, nationality, and ethnicity,
reflecting the diversity of the borough, and numbering
around 600 people who regularly come to our church. I
am currently co-chair of Newham Citizens, the borough
wide alliance affiliated to The East London Communities
Organization (TELCO). As paid up members our church
works with around twenty community organizations
across Newham to both strengthen our own institution
and form a powerful alliance to address the concerns of
our people. This exciting work chimes with the Christian
mission I am committed to, to be a powerful sign of hope
in the neighbourhood in which we are located and to work
with others across our differences for the common good.

In my mid 20s I had a bad accident at work and received 27
breaks during a fall from a roof, I have had approximately
18 operations over the years. In between I’ve done
a business course and had mental health and child
safeguarding training along with other online courses
during the lockdown. I’m very interested in the future of
Custom House and want to be involved and a part of the
regeneration and the CLT for a great way forward. I want
to build a great area to be proud of and future for the
community.

housing across the board. Community Land Trusts offer
one part of the solution to the borough’s housing crisis
but I believe are of a deeper symbolic value because they
are community led and administered, provide genuinely
affordable homes, and do so for generations to come.
Since 2004 I have been working to establish CLTs across the
capital and I am excited in recent times that E16 CLT and
Newham Citizens have agreed to work together to build
the first CLT in Custom House, as an example of a truly
innovative scheme that can be replicated in the borough
and across London. It is a legacy we could all be proud of.

A major concern for many in our congregation inevitably
is the housing crisis. The very cohesion of our community
is under threat when so many families and individuals live
in such vulnerable housing situations due to scandalous
housing conditions, chronic overcrowding, high rents,
rogue landlords, and the desperate lack of affordable
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E16 Community Land Trust | Staff members

Dan Barron, Community Organiser

Amy Linford, Community Organiser

Dan is an experienced Community Organiser with a
background in housing who has worked in Custom
House for the last 5 and a half years. In May 2015 he
joined PEACH and led on their housing work, developing
the organisation’s Housing Club - a membership body of
local residents who care about housing issues. Through
this work he set up and ran the Alternative Regeneration
project with the PEACH team and worked with hundreds
of local residents to produce a masterplan and a significant
evidence base for a community-led alternative to
traditional regeneration. This inspired the Housing Club to
vote to set up E16 CLT and Dan has continued to work on
developing the organisation since the outset. He left his
role at PEACH in early 2020 but continues to work closely
with them through E16 CLT.

Amy Linford is a working class architect, community
organiser, and tutor focusing on the social and political
complexities of people, power, and places. From 2016 she
has worked as an architect organiser on the Alternative
Regeneration of Custom house on behalf of the community
organisation PEACH where she supports communityled regeneration. Previously at muf architecture/art Amy
was a project architect involved in public realm design,
masterplanning, authoring guidance, brief writing, and
community engagement. Through the Public Practice
program Amy joined Thurrock's new Design and PlaceMaking Team as a Senior Design Officer. Her current role
alongside PEACH and supporting E16 CLT is contributing
to the development of Local Plan policy, masterplans,
design strategies and development briefs; developing an
in-house community led masterplanning process for town
scale development funded by MHCLG and promoting
community led development in the borough.
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E16 Community Land Trust | Consultant team

Chris Carthy

Katy Marks

Michaela Bygrave

Community Led Housing
Consultant

Director of Citizens Design
Bureau, Architects for the
feasibility study

Chartered Surveyor, Pointe
Michel, financial modelling

Rowan Mackay

Jas Mann

James Houston

Community Led Housing
consultant - funders of the
feasibility study

Director of Bristow Consulting,
Quantity Surveyor/ Cost
consultant

Project Architect at Citizens
Design Bureau, Architects for the
feasibility study
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E16 Community Land Trust | Partnership with PEACH

In 2017 PEACH Housing Club members set up E16 CLT
because they felt the community needed a new body
separate from PEACH with which to pursue the goal of
realising a regeneration in Custom House that works for
everyone, as well as to provide truly affordable housing for
our community. We needed a legal entity with a focus on
delivering and managing homes, owned by the community
and with a democratic structure and legal protection for
any future assets.
Since then E16 CLT has become an independent
organisation but we share a close relationship with PEACH
as well as shared values and a large percentage of our
memberships. The way we work together is outlined in our
Partnership Agreement and we share a board member who
sits on both governing bodies with the role of connecting
the organisations and ensuring close cooperation. PEACH
has also contributed significantly to the development of
the CLT through staff time and a grant towards E16’s costs
in 2020.

PEACH members
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E16 CLT business case & housing offer
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E16 CLT business case & housing offer | Regeneration programme context
Newham Council’s regeneration programme for Custom
House is a long-term plan to revitalise the physical and
economic fabric of the area with new housing, public
space, community and commercial functions. The
programme capitalises on the forthcoming Elizabeth Line
station opening at Custom House. Current proposals show
the regeneration initiative taking place across a number
of area-specific phases. The redevelopment of the main
phases shall be unlocked by the provision of new homes
on Early Sites such as the area north of Vandome Close,
allowing existing residents to find new homes by vacating
buildings due for redevelopment.
The ability of the Early Sites to attract existing residents to
relocate is understood to be a critical factor in unlocking
the main phases in a timely way. The Early Sites must
provide an attractive housing offer, especially to existing
homeowners within the regeneration area. E16 CLT have
carried out extensive discussions both with existing
homeowners and tenants. We understand that the council
is finding it challenging to identify an attractive solution
for existing homeowners who wish to remain in the area,
as many do.
Existing homeowners and tenants have the opportunity
to pass judgement on the regeneration plans by voting in
the forthcoming resident ballot. PEACH and E16 CLT are
clear that a Community Land Trust is an important means
by which local residents will take reassurance that the
regeneration will benefit them and their community.

Coolfin
Road

Vandome
Close

Custom House Regeneration scheme
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E16 CLT business case & housing offer | Understanding local housing needs and aspirations
PEACH have worked closely over many
years to represent the housing and other
concerns of Custom House residents,
seeking positive change by and for local
people. Resident empowerment is a
strong theme of PEACH’s work – residents
feel alienated by years of broken promises,
delays and decisions which have not
benefitted them. There is a groundswell of
energy to take positive community action
to create genuinely affordable new homes
in perpetuity for local people: housing by
the community, for the community. E16
CLT was established in order to achieve this
vision. The Community Land Trust model
enables residents, working together with
professional support, to ‘be their own
landlord’ and ‘be their own lessor’ through
the vehicle of the CLT.
There is huge unmet demand across
Newham for secure, low cost rented
housing at social rent levels. We understand
Newham Council are seeking to provide
the maximum proportion of social rented
housing that is financially viable, across
the regeneration scheme. E16 CLT and
partners appreciate the challenges of
this and support the council’s efforts to
maximise affordability for local people.
Our long-standing engagement with
existing homeowners reveals some of
their key concerns. Homeowners who
wish to stay in the area want to do so on

an ownership basis: the addition of rent
through shared ownership and similar
products is understandably unattractive to
people who may have been leaseholders
for many years. Equally, the offer of
new homes at a much-increased value
against their existing home means many
cannot afford the new homes offered
in regeneration schemes or choose not
to take on greatly increased debt by
extending mortgages. This is particularly
problematic for older homeowners.
Clearly a solution is needed which allows
homeowners to purchase a new home
within the area, a home that is affordable
based on the value of their existing home,
and remains equally affordable for the
next buyer, so that discounts against open
market values are protected in perpetuity.

Mabel Amponsah
Getting a social rented home with E16 CLT would mean
stability for a family like ours and mean we can stay
and contribute to the area and our community. Having
affordable rent would leave me with money to do other
things, and break out of the cycle of debts that many of us
in private rented accommodation have had to get into, to
keep up with expensive rent payments.

Terrence Regan
I live in a Council property in the regeneration area. I’ve
been in this community for 50 years and I grew up here.
It would mean a great deal to me to be able to keep the
heart of Custom House together and I see the CLT as part
of building that future

Eeswari Sabanathan
Having an affordable rent is of paramount importance for
local businesses to thrive in the area and provide a service
to the community with competitive prices.

Gemma Kervaon Taylor
I’m a leaseholder in the regeneration area who wants to
stay in the community, I am born and bred in Newham.
But with the money I have got in compensation for my
property I could never afford a new-build property in the
regeneration. A CLT home would be affordable for me
however and mean people in my position could stay in the
community we love
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E16 CLT business case & housing offer | The homes we want to build
We are proposing a mix of two tenures that meet the
needs of people in the E16 regeneration area, as well as
more widely in the borough.
Tenures for our
Community

1. Social rent in perpetuity (SR) - on the same basis as secure
Council tenants but without the Right to Buy.
2. Affordable ownership in perpetuity, priced for local median
incomes (CLT FE) - A leasehold ownership tenure intended for
first time buyers where sales pricing is determined by being
affordable for the median income of residents in Newham, varied
by a dwelling size factor. We estimate that this would be priced at
approx. 49% of new-build open market value locally.
3. Affordable ownership in perpetuity, priced for existing local
leaseholders (Leaseholder FE) - a home initially sold at 58% of
the market price, making them affordable to existing leaseholders
in the regeneration area.
Our social rent homes will always stay as social rent properties and
will not be lost through right to buy.

Affordability in
Perpetuity

Our affordable ownership homes will also be protected and
removed from market speculation. The future value of these
homes will rise in line with inflation and not with the market value
of property. Residents wishing to sell up will agree to sell back to
the CLT or to a CLT approved buyer and will not be able to sell on
the open market.

Appropriately
Sized Homes

We have emphasised the need for family sized homes and have
comfortably met Newham’s targets for provided homes for
families rather than fitting in more 1 or 2 bed homes.

E16 CLT research trip to Zurich
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E16 CLT business case & housing offer | SWOT analysis of E16 CLT
Reflecting on E16 CLT’s mission, objectives and local
concerns and needs, some key parameters for E16 CLT’s
Business Case can be drawn out:
Strengths of E16 CLT/PEACH
•
		
•
		
•
		
•
		
•
		
•
		
•
		
•
		

Made up of and led by the community – trusted
by local people to act in their interests
Closely in touch with local concerns and 		
aspirations
Start-up status allows flexibility in business 		
model and housing offer compared to larger orgs
CLTs exempt from voluntary Right to Acquire –
affordability in perpetuity
Represents both tenants and homeowners in one
cohesive organisation
CLT model empowers residents to jointly ‘be their
own landlord’
Significant community organising and 		
campaigning experience
Range of more experienced supporters and
partners including London CLT

Weaknesses of E16 CLT/PEACH
•
		
•
		
•
		
•

No track record in housing delivery or 		
management – partnerships being explored
Organisational infrastructure being developed
incrementally over time
Relationships currently being built with funders
and lenders
Not currently a Registered Provider

Opportunities
•
		
•
		
•
		
•
		
•
		
•
•

The CLT can bring the community along in a
positive regeneration process
Potential to provide an attractive solution for
existing homeowners to remain in the area
Potential for ‘additionality’ in the provision of low
cost rented housing
Access to GLA’s Community Housing Fund for
revenue and capital grant
Opportunities for empowerment, skills and
confidence building
Opportunities for community wealth building
Mayoral support for Community Land Trusts

Threats
•
•
		
•
		

High value of land
‘One size fits all’ approach to procurement of
regeneration work
Lack of council officer collaboration to realise
benefits

E16 CLT

There is a clear opportunity for the CLT to provide a
vehicle for organising both existing homeowners and
tenants, empowering them to meet their own needs via
the CLT, and assisting Newham Council’s programme by
providing an attractive housing offer that helps to unlock
the regeneration phases. The CLT’s challenge is to identify
a compatible development partner for the delivery of
CLT homes within the context of the council’s overall
regeneration procurement, and robustly demonstrate the
CLT’s business case for the successful running of genuinely
affordable homes within a CLT model.
E16 CLT research visit to Brighton CLT
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E16 CLT business case & housing offer | Alliance with London CLT & Newham Citizens
E16 Community Land Trust has entered into a formal
alliance with London Community Land Trust and Newham
Citizens, which commits the organisations to mutual
support, specialist advice and non-competition in realising
CLT homes in the borough.

a number of years. London CLT and Newham Citizens have
aspirations to develop CLT homes elsewhere in Newham
but importantly recognise the project(s) in Custom House
led by E16 CLT, as the established local Community Land
Trust, are a vital first step which must be secured.

When we refer to E16 CLT we also refer to the involvement
of PEACH (The People’s Empowerment Alliance for Custom
House) by way of the partnership and shared mission
between E16 CLT and PEACH. The shared mission between
E16 CLT and PEACH is summarised as (p1):

In forming the alliance a number of options for partnership
between the three organisations were considered,
including mutual support, a formal alliance, joint
campaigning, strategic advisory roles as well as more
intensive development management relationships.

The shared mission is to help local people in the regeneration
area remain in the area, avoiding being priced out or displaced
and providing genuinely affordable housing in perpetuity.

The alliance is agreed as:

The alliance is based on a close alignment of interests
between the organisations: each seeks to see genuinely
and permanently affordable community-led homes
realised in Newham, along with the socio-economic and
community empowerment benefits that Community Land
Trusts are proven to generate. The organisations share the
aim of realising CLT homes in Newham which are genuinely
affordable in perpetuity, meet local housing need, enable
local people to remain in the area, and are community-led
in development and long-term control.
Newham Citizens have successfully campaigned as part
of the London Citizens movement to secure Mayor of
London and borough pledges for CLTs over several years.
London CLT are leading the delivery of several CLT projects
flowing from these commitments, including at Mile End,
Sydenham, Shadwell and Streatham. E16 CLT and PEACH
are long-standing community anchors in the Custom
House and wider E16 area, being run by local people,
for local people, and closely in touch with local needs
and aspirations. The organisations have long-standing
connections and have provided support to eachother over

A strategic alliance between E16 CLT (and PEACH), Newham
Citizens and London CLT to cooperate in achieving the shared
aims and not to compete. At the level of project development
/ delivery London CLT shall perform a ‘specialist CLT advisor’
role to E16 CLT, bringing CLT’s expertise and track record to
bear.
Cooperation principles
In the first instance the Organisations have agree to
cooperate in support of E16 CLT’s proposals within the
Custom House regeneration. Only when project(s) are
formally secured in the above geographical area shall the
Organisations work on proposals or advocacy elsewhere
in Newham. This reflects the strong local mandate
within Custom House, the community groundswell for
community-led housing as part of the regeneration
scheme, and E16 CLT and PEACH’s in-depth preparations
to date.
The three organisations’ shared ambitions in the longer
term go beyond the feasibility sites and indeed beyond the
Custom House regeneration area – the medium-term goal
is to progress a CLT pipeline for the borough.
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E16 CLT’s current feasibility sites at Vandome Close
and Coolfin Road in Custom House are recognised by
the organisations as a vehicle to demonstrate credible
proposals for CLT homes, including their benefits,
affordability mechanisms and delivery proposals, on real
sites that have local community buy-in and are within the
boundary of LB Newham’s Custom House ‘Landlord Offer’
to be put to a resident ballot expected later in early 2021.
This is a significant democratic opportunity to secure the
organisations’ shared aims. PEACH, as a key partner of and
alongside E16 CLT, have organised and put to the Mayor
of Newham a ‘people’s guarantee’ across a range of areas
benefitting local people including a demand for CLT homes
in the Landlord Offer. Current work on the feasibility sites
builds on this strategic demand.
The Organisations shall cooperate in the lead-in to
the resident ballot and continue to do so afterwards,
recognising that this is just a first step in the process to
deliver CLT homes in Custom House.
Non-competition agreement
An important part of the alliance is a non-competition
agreement with the following principles:
(1) The Organisations agree not to submit competing
proposals for any sites or opportunities in any part of
Newham;
(2) E16 CLT shall be the assumed bidder/promoter for
any sites in the E16 postcode area including Custom
House unless it is mutually agreed otherwise by the
Organisations;
(3) On sites or opportunities that emerge outside the E16
postcode area, following E16 CLT formally securing CLT
homes within E16, the Organisations shall proactively
discuss and agree which CLT is most appropriate to
bid or whether a joint or partnership bid is optimal,

E16 CLT business case & housing offer | Alliance with London CLT & Newham Citizens
based on a reasonable and realistic assessment of local
membership, capacity, compatibility, interest and other
appropriate factors.
Project level relationship between the organisations
With respect to project(s) within Custom House and the
wider E16 postcode area the default position is that E16
CLT shall be the lead CLT entity. The role and authority of
E16 CLT within any given project will in part be determined
by the development and delivery approach agreed
with landowners (most likely LB Newham) including
the involvement of any development partners. This
development structure will then influence the roles of the
other Organisations.
E16 CLT and London CLT have agreed that the latter shall
provide a formal ‘Specialist CLT Advisor’ role to the former,
providing important skills, capacity and experience to
the E16 CLT development process, including on such
workstreams as:
(1) Governance of the CLT and project governance/
decision-making
(2) Strategic progress and road mapping
(3) Forming and managing development partnerships
(4) Relationships with the local authority and other
stakeholders
(5) Affordability in perpetuity provisions
(6) Housing allocations
(7) Raising grant and loan finance
(8) Other topics as they arise
E16 CLT shall also draw on the services of other actors as
needed including a development management provider
or development partner; professional design, technical,
financial/investment and legal consultants; Community
Led Housing London; and supportive housing sector
advisors.

Relationships diagram
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E16 CLT business case & housing offer | Operating model introduction
A series of business planning workshops have been held
amongst E16 CLT Directors and advisors during 2020 to
determine the optimum operating model for the CLT. This
takes the SWOT analysis (see earlier) and assesses the three
key functions in housing – (1) housing development, (2)
ownership/operating homes (the Landlord function) and
(3) housing management – and assesses the desirability
and achievability of E16 CLT performing these functions.
(1) Developing homes – designing, planning, financing,
constructing and ‘disposing’
(2) Operating homes (the legal ‘Landlord’ function) –
owning or part-owning homes or estates
(3) Managing homes – collecting rent, lettings,
maintenance/repairs, services charges etc

Function

Desirability

Achievability

Timescale to realisation

Development of homes and
sites

Direct development by CLT is
not essential in the short- to
medium-term. Homes to be
acquired from or in partnership
with development partner,
or with the support of a
development manager.

Insufficient in-house capacity
and expertise to undertake
direct development in short- to
medium-term. Capacity and
organisational infrastructure
must be generated through
partnership working.

Work with development partner
or development manager on
initial project(s) over short- to
medium-term

Essential that CLT owns site(s)
and dwelling head-leases in
order to achieve community
ownership of assets and
affordability in perpetuity.
Both tenants and homeowners
within CLT properties should
have CLT as ‘Landlord’ for
parity of esteem and equal
opportunity for involvement
and leadership of CLT.

Capacity building ongoing to
establish core staff and suitably
up skilled Board of Directors;
Registered Provider status
required to act as Landlord to
low cost rented homes .

Develop operational capacity as
key priority.

Day-to-day property
management by CLT is not
essential. It may be desirable in
longer term to build capacity
and scale of CLT sufficient for inhouse property management
function.

Insufficient capacity and
scale to enable this to be cost
effective in short- to mediumterm.

Medium- to long-term business
goal.

Ownership/operation of
homes and sites
(Landlord function)

Key roles

It is clear that the principle objective in the short to
medium term is for the CLT to acquire, own and operate
genuinely affordable homes, establishing itself as a
community-led housing provider for Custom House.
The means by which development happens could involve
partnership working either with a development partner or
with the inclusion of a full service development manager
within the CLT’s delivery team. It will also be necessary
to buy in experienced housing management capabilities.
Discussions have begun with compatible partners for
development and housing management.

Management of homes and
sites

Medium- to long-term business
goal to build capacity for direct
development of pipeline,
permitting partner profit
savings

Register as RP prior to first
occupation of low cost rental
CLT homes.

Contract housing management
functions to compatible
management provider over
short- to medium-term.

Operating model
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E16 CLT business case & housing offer | Procurement & delivery options
We have explored the development procurement
landscape, both for community led housing and
mainstream affordable housing on public land, to arrive
at and assess three key options for the procurement of
community land trust homes in Custom House.
E16 CLT and partners have considered the close interaction
of risk and control in development projects, noting that
increased control by the CLT in the development process
tends to bring with it increased risk. By risk we mean
financial risk (the risk of being inadequately funded or
defaulting on debt), reputational risk (the risk of being
associated with problems that arise) and operational risk
(the risk of the organisation being knocked off course
through an inability to manage its activities effectively).
The three options are presented on a spectrum of least to
most development risk/control for the CLT.

Option A
Developer-led by master
regeneration developer /
partner

Least development
risk/control

Option B
Site-specific development
partnership (eg. with RP)

Option C
Direct development by CLT
supported by DM consultant

Most development
risk/control
Development options risk spectrum

E16 CLT visiting Brighton CLT
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E16 CLT business case & housing offer | Procurement & delivery Option A
Option A
Developer-led by master
regeneration developer / partner
In this approach the council’s selected
development partner for the overall
regeneration scheme (or a phase thereof )
develops an agreed number of homes
and sells these to the CLT for a pre-agreed
price as a ‘package’ upon completion. LB
Newham sets out criteria on the location,
number, size, type and specification of
CLT homes in its procurement process,
having agreed these with the CLT, enabling
bidding developers to make proposals
alongside their overall proposals for the
wider area. A ‘package price’ for land and
buildings informed by financial modelling
could be stated by the council, with
bidding developers factoring this into their
overall offers.

Procurement stage

The scope for involvement by the CLT in
the process, including design requirement,
quality and sustainability, would be set out
in the development agreement between
the council and its development partner,
and there is a real risk this would be
marginalised. The CLT would essentially
then be a purchaser of completed rental
homes for onward rent to residents, similar
to a S106 deal. For discount sale homes,
lease covenants establishing allocations/
nominations requirements and sale and
re-sale pricing would guide the sale of
homes by the developer to CLT residents,
and future re-sale in perpetuity.
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Development & delivery
stage

Long term running

D = Main developer appointed by Newham
CLT = E16 Community Land Trust
P = Registed houing provider such as a housing
association

Optio
E16 CLT business case & housing offer | Procurement & delivery Option A
This approach is similar to a Section 106
deal where a registered provider acquires
completed homes from a developer,
forming the affordable housing element of
a larger scheme. This broad approach was
used by Linden Homes (the developer) and
the GLA (the landowner) at St Clement’s
in Bow, where London CLT’s allocations
policy was used to determine the eligibility
and initial purchase price (as well as future
resale price) of discount sale homes
according to a formula linked to median
local incomes. Rental homes were not part
of the CLT element

St Clements scheme, Mile End
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E16 CLT business case & housing offer | Procurement & delivery Option B
Option B
Site-specific development
partnership (eg. with RP)
In this approach the council invites bids
from housing providers including a
very clearly scoped and described CLT
component for a specific piece(s) of land
within the regeneration area. This could
be one of the ‘early sites’ such as the ‘area
north of Vandome Close’ – hence E16 CLT’s
focus on part of this site.

Procurement stage

Development & delivery
stage

Long term running

The tender requirements would either
require E16 CLT to be involved in bids or
prescribe a specific number, size, tenure
and standard of CLT homes informed by
E16 CLT’s brief, in a specific site location.
A price for the CLT element might also be
described, to create commercial parity
between bidders on the CLT assumptions.
E16 CLT would engage with bidders as part
of the assessment process to determine
their compatibility, and this would form
a part of Newham’s procurement criteria
when assessing bids.
The selected development partner
would then provide a comprehensive
development service to the CLT formalised
in a development partnership. The CLT
would contribute proportionately to
relevant development and delivery costs,
either in any ongoing way or on a paymenton-completion basis, with an agreed
development fee or surplus chargeable
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D = Main developer appointed by Newham
CLT = E16 Community Land Trust
P = Registed houing provider such as a housing
association

E16 CLT business case & housing offer | Procurement & delivery Option B
for the CLT element. The CLT and partner
would work closely together throughout
the process via the CLT’s ‘Project Board’
(governing body) for the scheme and
potentially a dedicated development
manager/advisor representing the CLT in
the partnership. The partner would lead
the coordinated development of both
the CLT element and simultaneously the
mainstream (non-CLT) elements within the
‘Early Site’, working closely with the CLT to
deliver and handover the CLT homes upon
completion. The partner would develop
under license on behalf of the CLT on the
CLT’s element of the land, this being leased
from LBN at the planning permission stage,
handing over to the CLT on completion.
There are numerous built examples of an
RP partner or SME developer providing
a development service to a community
led housing group’s affordable housing
scheme – in London the Older Women’s
Cohousing (OWCH) / Hanover HA
scheme in Barnet is the most prominent.
Other examples are Bristol Community
Land Trust / United Communities and
Cambridge Marmalade Lane / TOWN. The
compatibility and motivations of the RP/
partner and CLT are critical.
This option provides a greater potential
for genuine community involvement than
Option 1 but the specific structure and
terms of the partnership, and the selection
process for the partner, are essential: with
the wrong structure this option may be
little different to Option 1.

Older Womens co-housing scheme, Barnett
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E16 CLT business case & housing offer | Procurement & delivery Option C
Option C
Direct development by CLT
supported by DM consultant
In this approach the council decides
to release a specific piece of land for
community land trust homes and E16 CLT,
working with the CLT Alliance and partners,
makes detailed financial, delivery, design
and governance proposals. The CLT would
decide whether to involve a full service
development manager such as igloo to
manage the development process on
their behalf, or to form a partnership with
an RP or compatible developer providing
forward funding and/or a development
service. The approach would be set out
in the detailed proposals. The site would
ideally be a relatively self-contained piece
of land such as the site on Vandome
Close explored in this study. The release
of the site to the CLT would be a separate
procurement process and accelerated
ahead of the wider regeneration area, in
order to realise the ‘early site’ potential.

Procurement stage

The CLT (with its partners) then enters into
an ‘agreement to lease’ or ‘development
and sale agreement’ with the council
to take responsibility for progressing
the development, gaining planning,
securing a long lease from the council as
freeholder (or potentially securing the
freehold), financing the entire process and
constructing and completing the project.
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Development & delivery
stage

Long term running

D = Main developer appointed by Newham
CLT = E16 Community Land Trust
P = Registed houing provider such as a housing
association

E16 CLT business case & housing offer | Procurement & delivery Option C
The CLT might choose a partnership
approach within this framework in order
to share development risks and put the
partners’ expertise at the helm of the
project.
The scope for the CLT to set the direction
and outcomes of the scheme is widespread
(depending of course on the council’s
procurement brief ), including setting
the agenda for membership/community
engagement, quality, sustainability and
innovation, within a viable envelope.
The council can mitigate the risks of
development failing or protracting by
stepping in to re-assign the lease if the
scheme is not delivered to a satisfactory
stated standard and timescale.
There are emerging examples in London
of direct development by CLTs, including
RUSS and London CLT (Brasted Close
and emerging TfL sites). Leathermarket
CBS in Southwark is a built example.
Outside London, Lancaster Cohousing
successfully self-developed their 40-home
scheme several years ago, as did LiLAC
in Leeds. These examples almost always
use experienced development project
management consultancy in order to add
vital capacity and expertise to the CLT’s
business, which E16 CLT would propose to
do.

Leathermarket CBS, Southwark
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E16 CLT business case & housing offer | Procurement & delivery options opportunity analysis

Option A
Developer-led
approach

1

1

2

3

1

1

9

Option B
Development
partnership

2

3

3

2

2

3

15

Option C
CLT-led with DM
support

3

3

3

2

3

3

17

Genuine
community led
prcess with local
buy-in

Potential for
accelerated CLT
delivery in early
site

Match with
E16 CLT and
partners
organisational
capacity

Best
established
financing
market and
delivery route

Space for tenure
and affordability
innovation

Space for design
& sustainability
innovation

Overall
opportunity
score

Development options opportunity analysis
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E16 CLT business case & housing offer | CLT pipeline and timeline for Newham – incremental growth
The CLT and its partners do not wish to be
a ‘one project’ initiative. It is essential that
the building up of capacity, organisational
infrastructure and the business model
is scalable and replicable from initial
pilot projects through refinement into a
pipeline of CLT sites across Newham. This
directly addresses the need to diversify
the provision of housing and tackle the
community wealth building challenge
at an ambitious scale. Examples of
community-led housing scaling up to
address unmet aspirations and needs are
available across Europe and increasingly in
the UK, where many CLTs including London
CLT are progressing from initial projects to
long-term development programmes.
There has in some cases been a tendency
for community led housing organisations
to develop a single flagship project which
may be innovative but the knowledgebuilding and innovation is not carried
forward to further projects. This is more
the case in ‘cohousing’ models where
community groups build for their own
members than it is in Community Land
Trusts, where the trust exists to benefit the
community overall.
E16 CLT and its partners PEACH, Newham
Citizens and London CLT are proposing
that a pipeline of Community Land Trust
projects is devised in the borough over
a 20-year period. E16’s Custom House

initiative is a necessary first step to pilot
proposals and achieve proof of concept,
initially at the scale of around 35-40 homes.
The pipeline target is for around 250 CLT
homes to be delivered by the alliance
organisations across multiple sites within
Custom House and across the borough,
over the course of the 20-year period.

Pipeline for Community Land Trusts in Newham

The operating model set out in the
following section responds to the
organisations’ capacity and objectives in
the short term by setting out a structure
for the initial pilot projects. It is recognised
that future CLT projects in the pipeline
may look very different: E16 CLT expects
to develop its housing management
functions over the initial post-occupation
period of the pilot projects, learning from
the contracted housing management
provider to enable a degree of in-house
housing management with tenant
involvement to be carried out by the
CLT over the initial 10-year period.
Equally, the CLT may wish to develop
appropriate experience from working
with an initial development partner or
manager to enable in-house development
management to be considered for future
projects in the pipeline. Equally, London
CLT have expressed an interest in directly
developing and partnering with E16 CLT
on future pipeline projects following the
Custom House pilots.
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E16 CLT business case & housing offer | Operating model for initial CLT projects
E16 CLT’s operating model through the early pipeline,
which covers the proposed Custom House pilot projects,
can be described according to the three key housing
functions and additionally the allocations framework:
(1) Development – undertaken by a compatible
development partner
(2) Ownership/operation – the CLT owns and operates
property including rental homes
(3) Housing management – contracted to an experienced
housing management provider
(4) Allocations – CLT’s allocations policy governs
allocations to intermediate homes; nominations to low
cost rented homes to be determined in discussion with LB
Newham

Legal format
E16 CLT is a Community Benefit Society (CBS) which
enables the CLT to ‘trade’ for a surplus to be reinvested
in your ‘Objects’ (constitutional objectives) and also to
take out loans, buy and sell assets and operate services.
Many CLTs are CBSs and it is an appropriate form both
for developing projects, operating sites as Landlord and
managing homes/estates. Some organisations create
‘Special Purpose Vehicles’ (SPVs) or stand-alone entities
for development schemes, either because they want to
joint-venture with another organisation, or they want
to financially separate the risks of the scheme from the
wider business, or because the legal format of the wider
organisation isn’t appropriate for the project (ie the
wider entity is highly regulated as a registered charity or
otherwise cannot ‘trade’.
Registered Provider status

Key role responsibility

Key operating considerations
The following sections illustrate the key issues under
consideration by E16 CLT and partners to establish an
optimal organisational and legal basis for the CLT to
operate as described above.

By law the operators (Landlords) of ‘low cost rented’
housing must be registered with the Regulator of Social
Housing as a ‘Registered Provider’ (RP) effective at the
point of inhabitation of the homes and throughout. ‘Low
cost rented’ is generally understood to be any rent level
up to around 80-90% of market value, so it includes social
rented, London Affordable Rent and London Living Rent.
The GLA have clarified that Shared Ownership and Fixed
Equity/Shared Equity/Discount Sale homes do not require
the ‘Landlord’ to be an RP. The word Landlord is important:
it is not sufficient for an RP to be involved as the managing
agent, the organisation which owns the homes (the
Landlord) must be an RP.
The process to register as an RP is understood to be
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somewhat onerous and costly for small organisations
though specialist support and funding is available in the
community led housing sector. Many CLTs are currently
registering and some have been RPs for some time (eg.
Bristol CLT). For the foreseeable future the CLT would be
designated a ‘smaller provider’ (fewer than 1,000 units)
which brings with it a more streamlined and less onerous
annual reporting obligation. It is generally accepted
that Registered Provider status, whether core to the
organisation’s objectives or not, is a useful framework for
ensuring high standards are achieved in the running of the
organisation, engagement of residents, management of
assets and value-for-money.
Organisational infrastructure
Broadly speaking a housing operator needs to achieve a
certain critical level of revenue (i.e. number of units) to
sustain its core operational costs such as staffing, premises,
financial and legal costs, regulatory burdens etc, and
achieve economies of scale in purchasing for repairs and
maintenance. A CLT might be able to absorb a skeleton
part-time staff member and other lean costs (housing
management would be outsourced) spread across
say 25+ units but less than this and it becomes thickly
spread on residents through rents and service charges,
suppressing affordability. Ideally the CLT would have 50+
homes to sustain a core officer and perhaps 100+ homes
to sustain in-house housing management (rent collection,
maintenance coordination etc).

The CLT Alliance have explored compatible development

E16 CLT business case & housing offer | Compatible development partners/development managers
partners with respect to providing either a full development
management service to E16 CLT and taking the role of an
enabling developer, providing a development service and
sharing risk.
Currently, initial discussions have been had with igloo
Regeneration and L&Q Build London Partnership.
E16 CLT would value discussions with Newham on
experience with the longlist of SME developers and
Registered Providers below, which are being considered for
approaches, to gauge their interest either in partnership or
providing a development management service:

Igloo Regeneration
L&Q Build London Partnership
TOWN
Octavia
MOAT
Sage Housing
Optivo
EastendHomes
Gateway Housing Association (on Newham’s List)
One Housing Group (on Newham’s List)
Paragon Asra (on Newham’s List)
Places for People Group
Swan Housing (on Newham’s List)
Sanctuary Housing Association (on Newham’s List)
The Guinness Partnership
A2 Dominion (on Newham’s List)
Newlon Housing Trust
SME developers and Registered Providers

Precedent : The Mailings, Newcastle-upon-Tyne by Ash Sakula with Igloo Regeneration
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E16 CLT business case & housing offer | Suggested Heads of Terms
The following table provides initial suggested Heads of Terms governing a development
agreement between LB Newham and E16 CLT (with partners) for the initial sites. The Heads
of Terms are informed by equivalent land release arrangements by London boroughs and
agencies for community-led housing, including TFL, Croydon, Lewisham and Waltham
Forest. The principle is to use an ‘Agreement to Lease’ to govern progress and time-scales
from inception through to planning determination, and to ensure this is coordinated with
wider regeneration area proposals. Upon a satisfactory planning permission being granted
and demonstration of sufficient funding being available to the CLT and/or its partner, a
long lease shall be granted with the condition that development shall commence within a
stipulated time period, and the Agreement to Lease shall fall away.

Property
Address

[Former garages and land at 1-7 Vandome Close
Custom House
London E16 3SA]
[Land at former Shed 22 Centre and car park
Coolfin Road
Custom House
London E16 3AQ]

Landlord

The Mayor and Burgesses of the London Borough of Newham
Newham Town Hall
East Ham
London E6 2RP
Contact name: [•]
Email address: [•]
Telephone: [•]

Tenant

E16 Community Land Trust Limited
c/o PEACH
Baxter Road
Custom House
London E16 3HJ
Contact name: Dan Barron
Email address: dan@e16clt.org
Telephone: 07702 562 492
[along with its development partner •
Contact name: •
Email address: •
Telephone: • ]
The Tenant is a Community Led Housing (CLH) organisation.
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Development
Partner

[if appropriate]

Development
Management

E16 CLT shall use the development management services of an appropriately
qualified and resourced development management provider or equivalent
services provided by any development partner

Rent

£1 per annum (if demanded)

Rent Reviews

None

E16 CLT business case & housing offer | Suggested Heads of Terms
Lease Premium

[•]

Deposit

None

Services and
Service Charges

None

Term of Lease

250 years

Purpose of the
Agreement for
Lease and Lease

The Agreement for Lease is to be for the period up to the grant of planning
permission and the securing of funding sufficient to deliver and operate the
scheme. The Lease is to be entered into upon a planning permission, deemed
acceptable by both parties, being granted and suitable funding secured. Upon
the lease taking effect the Agreement to Lease shall fall away.

Duration of the
Agreement for
Lease

The agreement for lease is to be valid for a period of 3 years, with a mechanism
to extend this period upon mutual agreement of the parties if the programme
is delayed at no fault of the Tenant.

Landlord’s
[to be discussed in relation to viability and tenure mix options]
Contributions to
Scheme Costs
Commencement
Date

Development shall commence within 12 months of grant of the Lease, with a
mechanism to extend this period upon mutual agreement of the parties if the
programme is delayed at no fault of the Tenant.

Permitted Use

The construction of the Development and thereafter the use and occupation of
the Land is for residential purposes (of which 100% shall comprise Affordable
Dwellings). The land shall not be used except as part of the assets of a CLH
organisation.

Conditions of
the Agreement
to Lease

Planning
• E16 CLT is responsible for gaining planning permission.
• LB Newham shall provide assistance to E16 CLT in submitting a valid
planning application.
• Landlord’s consent is required prior to the submission of any planning
application or material variation of it. Such consent is not to be
unreasonably withheld or delayed.
• E16 CLT are required to promptly confirm to the LB Newham that any
planning permission is satisfactory and in line with the CLT’s objectives.
• The planning application shall be in the name of E16 Community Land
Trust and any development partner.
Funding
• E16 CLT are responsible for funding development of the scheme
including securing GLA Grant, subject to the provisions of the Landlord’s
Contributions to Scheme Costs clause.
• E16 CLT are required to provide evidence to LB Newham that sufficient
funding is available to implement the scheme, in order to satisfy the
Funding Condition.

• LB Newham shall accept as evidence of funding the Heads of Terms of
the funding agreement and a ‘to Whom It May Concern’ letter from the
mortgagee confirming funding is available and for the required amount.
• The intention is to ensure that the agreement to Lease and associated
lease is fundable from the outset; however parties retain the ability
to renegotiate clauses that are found to be not permissible to lenders
ahead of the Lease being granted.
There shall be a mechanism for reviewing all Conditions including the
Commencement Date and obligations should the statutory context change
or circumstances beyond the control of the Tenant affect progress. This shall
require the Landlord to act reasonably in assessing any requests for changes
or time extensions by the Tenant.
The applicable timescale shall be the Commencement Date.
Determination

The Agreement for Lease can be determined by the Landlord if the conditions
contained within it are not met by the Tenant.
The Lease can be terminated by the Landlord if the obligations placed upon
the Tenant are not met. The obligations will include enforcing any covenants, retaining the approved tenures and affordability levels in perpetuity,
retaining the scheme as a Community Led Housing scheme and meeting
other policies on equal opportunities and anti-discrimination matters of LB
Newham stated in the lease.
The Lease may be terminated by the Landlord if the Tenant ceases to exist
and an alternative CLH organisation is not identified to take over the Lease.

Permitted
Charge of the
Lease

If the Tenant becomes insolvent prior or part way through construction of the
scheme a mortgagee must first seek the council’s assistance in either of the
following ways:
(1) For LB Newham or any other Council organisation to complete the proposed development.
(2) To secure a disposal within an agreed period of time to a council-approved
successor organisation who will provide affordable housing with the land
If neither of these options is successful within an agreed period of time the
mortgagee is free to dispose of the property on the open market. This is to
ensure the Lease is fundable.

Landlord’s
Representations

The landlord reserves the right to take a place on the board of governance
after scheme completion if deemed necessary to maintain the satisfactory
management of the property (e.g. if the grounds fall into disrepair etc.)
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E16 CLT business case & housing offer | Suggested Heads of Terms
Appropriation
for Planning
Purposes

The Council retains the right to appropriate property pursuant to section 122
of the Local Government Act 1972 where necessary.

Assignment and
Subletting

The Tenant’s right to assign the lease to another organisation that meets the
Community-led Housing definition is subject to the Landlord’s written consent
or in the absence of such organisation, the site can revert to the relevant local
authority. The Community-led Housing organisation will be free to let the
housing units as per the terms agreed in the Agreement to Lease and Lease
without formal landlord’s consent, however the landlord retains a right to
review letting/sales decisions and make representations if deemed necessary.

Repairing
Obligations

To construct the development and to keep the buildings in good and
tenantable repair

Trees

The Tenant is to be responsible for carrying out a tree survey on all trees on
the site and employing a qualified tree surgeon to safely maintain the trees
over the period of the Lease.

Alterations

After the initial development structural alterations are permitted with the
Landlord’s consent. Non-structural alterations are permitted without the
Landlord’s consent as long as they do not affect public highways or land. All
such alterations should be carried out to a good and workman like standard
and should be done in accordance to an accompanying set of RAMS which
should be made available to the Landlord if requested.

Insurance

The Tenant will insure the property. The occupiers are to be responsible for
insuring contents.

Rates and
Utilities

Tenant and occupiers are to be responsible as appropriate.

Legal Costs

Payment of Landlord legal costs to be agreed with bidder.

Landlord’s
Solicitors

[•]

Tenant’s
Solicitors

[•]

Timing and
Other Matters

The Agreement for Lease is to be completed 8 weeks from the date of the
signing this document

No Contract

These Heads of Terms are subject to contract.

Signatures

Signed on behalf of the Landlord:
Print name:
Date:
Signed on behalf of the Tenant:
Print name:
Date:
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E16 CLT business case & housing offer | Financial appraisals
Detailed financial appraisals have been undertaken by
development valuation surveyors at Pointe Michel Ltd for
a ‘policy compliant baseline’ and three options, presenting
the indicators for the two feasibility sites both separately
and in combination in the table that follows:
Option number

Option name

Baseline (BL)

Policy
Compliant
Baseline

Units: 45

Option 2A
Units: 45

Option 2B
Preferred
Units: 45

Option 3
Units: 45

Tenure Mix

Grant

Average/
unit

Land Value

Profit/Surplus

Coolfin Road

Vandome Close

GLA Grant (Affordable Homes
Programme):

Blended

£1,902,738

17% on GDV

£3,175,465

11 market sale
5 social rent
6 shared
ownership

12 market sale
6 social rent
5 shared
ownership

Coolfin

£668,000

Coolfin

£644,052

17% on GDV

£1,516,476

Vandome

£740,000

Vandome

£1,258,685

17% on GDV

£1,642,276

Total

£1,408,000

Coolfin Road

Vandome Close

GLA Grant (Community Housing
Fund):

Blended

-£1,349,683

10% on GDV

£1,121,022

22 median
income
affordable
ownership

23 median
income
affordable
ownership

Coolfin

£1,144,000

Coolfin

-£991,645

10% on GDV

£537,285

Vandome

£1,196,000

Vandome

-£358,038

10% on GDV

£558,732

Total

£2,340,000

Affordable
ownership in
perpetuity,
priced for
existing local
leaseholders
& 30% social
rent in
perpetuity

Coolfin Road

Vandome Close

GLA Grant (Community Housing
Fund):

Blended

£35,791

10% on GDV

£1,238,754

22 local
leaseholder
affordable
ownership

16 local
leaseholder
affordable
ownership,
7 social rent

Coolfin

£1,144,000

Coolfin

-£177,777

10% on GDV

£636,000

Vandome

£1,532,000

Vandome

£213,568

10% on GDV

£583,988

Total

£2,676,000

100% social
rent in
perpetuity

Coolfin Road

Vandome Close

Total grant required:

Blended

Nil (effectively) 10% on GDV

£638,718

22 social rent

23 social rent

Coolfin

£4,061,336

Coolfin

Nil (effectively) 10% on GDV

£301,007

Vandome

£3,500,300

Vandome

Nil (effectively) 10% on GDV

£318,064

Total

£7,561,636

100%
affordable
ownership in
perpetuity,
priced for
local median
incomes

£31,288

£52,000

£59,466

Headlines
Policy compliant baseline
with typical 20% profit on
market sale indicates a
combined land value
(both sites) of approx.
£1.9m.
100% median income
ownership requires nil land
value and approx. £2.3m
additional grant above
Community Housing Fund
precedent levels.
Mixed scheme of
leaseholder fixed equity
for displaced leaseholders
and social rented homes is
viable with precedent grant
levels and nil land value.

100% Social Rented Homes
requires approx. £7.5m
grant in addition to nil land
value.

£168,036
Financial appraisal
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E16 CLT business case & housing offer | Financial appraisals
Baseline (BL) is the policy compliant baseline tenure
mix for the feasibility proposals including a re-provided
community space at Coolfin Road, in order to determine
the value of the sites under prevailing policy and market
conditions.
Option 2A demonstrates that a 100% genuinely affordable
ownership in perpetuity, with pricing based on local
median income, is not financially viable with a nil land
value and would require significant extra grant in addition
to the GLA Community Housing Fund precedent grant
levels for this tenure type. We are not aware of a precedent
for this level of grant.
Option 2B is the Preferred Option and demonstrates that
a mixed scheme of social rented and affordable ownership
homes is viable with GLA Community Housing Fund
precedent grant levels and nil land value on both sites.
The pricing of the ownership homes is based on local excouncil values and will appeal to displaced homeowners
as well as being significantly reduced from open market
value and therefore also appropriate to middle-income
first-time buyers. Initial financial modelling shows that
23 affordable ownership and 22 social rented dwellings
may be viable across both sites and the specific pricing,
tenure mix and size mix requires validation with more
detailed design and financial exercises at the next stage.
This option is an excellent fit both with E16 CLT’s objectives
and a compelling strategic fit with Newham’s priorities to
re-house both owners and renters.

also the specific benefits the CLT exemption from Right to
Buy/Acquire can offer the council. The option requires nil
land value and in excess of £7.3m in total grant.
Clearly due to their ambitious extent and level of
affordability each of the CLT’s options require a significant
discount to the policy-determined land value (similar to
‘red book’ valuation but not verified as such) as well as
substantial grant. Discussions have begun between the
CLT Alliance and Newham officers around the justification
for such a land value discount. There is significant
precedent for local authorities utilising their ‘general
consent’, should they choose, to discount assets by up to
£2 million beneath Best Consideration without Secretary
of State approval justified by socio-economic impacts and
affordable housing delivery. In all options the discount to
enable Community Land Trust homes across both sites is
anticipated to be less than this £2m threshold.
Meeting specific housing needs and the generation of
socio-economic benefits and community wealth are
commonly assessed with social value calculators, in order
to put a price on the benefits generated in exchange for the
land discounts and grant levels required. The CLT Alliance
would value a more detailed discussion with Newham to
understand the council’s preferred social value tools and
thinking to date on the process and conditions for the
justification of ‘less than best consideration’ disposals.

Option 3 demonstrates the grant level required to achieve
100% social rented housing on the feasibility sites. This
option is an exercise intended as a basis for discussion with
Newham around value for money of social housing and
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E16 CLT business case & housing offer | Affordable housing tenures/products

Size

Median income sale

Displaced homeowner sale ('fixed equity')

New-build open market value (OMV)

Value

Household income needed Value
(assuming 10% deposit)

Household income needed Value
(assuming 10% deposit)

Household income needed
(assuming 10% deposit)

1 bed

£161,250

£29,025

£197,200

£35,496

£340,000

£61,200

2 bed

£214,463

£38,603

£258,100

£46,458

£445,000

£80,100

3 bed

£269,288

£48,472

£319,000

£57,420

£550,000

£99,000

4 bed

£322,500

£58,050

£377,000

£67,860

£650,000

£117,000

*Mean (individual) income in Newham is £32,250

A summary of the characteristics of the affordable
housing tenures, including their perpetuity provisions and
allocations/nominations expectations, is provided in the
following sections:
Social rented
Standard social rented housing. This is a low cost rent
tenure for those in significant housing need with rent
setting determined by the target rent formula or otherwise
in agreement with LB Newham, and rents and tenancy
terms regulated. CLTs benefit from an exemption from
Right to Buy/Acquire for this tenure, securing perpetual
affordability. A relatively high level of GLA grant is available.
Affordable ownership in perpetuity based on local
median income
A leasehold ownership tenure intended for first time buyers
where sales pricing is determined by being affordable
for the median income of residents in Newham, varied
by a dwelling size factor. We estimate that this would be

Affordable housing tenures

priced at approx. 49% of new-build open market value
locally. This is not a shared ownership product and no rent
is payable. Re-sale pricing continues to be based on the
same relationship to local median incomes in perpetuity,
thereby fully disconnecting the product from open market
values. The GLA Community Housing Fund has precedent
grant levels for this tenure type.

economic inflation (CPI) since purchase, disconnecting the
home from open market values over time. Again, this is
not a shared ownership product and no rent is payable on
equity. The GLA Community Housing Fund has precedent
grant levels for this tenure type.

Affordable ownership in perpetuity based on existing
Custom House homeowner equity
A leasehold ownership tenure intended for existing local
homeowners of ex-council housing who have equity which
is insufficient to afford new-build open market homes.
Equally, at approx. 58% of new-build open market value
it is significantly more affordable to first time buyers than
mainstream ownership. The initial pricing is based on local
ex-council values and recent LB Newham offers, enabling
an equity transfer or purchase with the sum offered by
Newham for the resident’s existing home. Crucially, resale
pricing is based not on the open market but on general
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E16 CLT and partners have taken advice from CLH London
and the GLA on access to revenue and capital grant funding
from the Community Housing Fund. Initial research and
discussions have also been had with lenders operating in
the community-led housing space, both ethical banks and
social institutional investors.
E16 CLT and the Team would value discussions with
Newham around the use of the recently launched Royal
Docks Good Growth Fund, a fund offered by the Mayor of

London and LB Newham jointly, including for enabling the
maximum social impact to be generated by the projects
and for capital funding of the proposed community
function at Coolfin Road.

E16 CLT and partners will be engaging with the following
lenders, all of which are operating in the UK communityled housing space, to explore their interest in the Custom
House opportunity:

The table below summarises funding and loan finance
assumptions for each of the key stages through the predevelopment, development and operational phases:

E16 CLT and partners will be engaging with the following
lenders, all of which are operating in the UK communityled housing space, to explore their interest in the Custom
House opportunity:
Nationwide
Triodos Bank

Grant
funding

Initial feasibility and
business planning

Up to planning
permission and
Lease

Tender and
investment raising
up to start on site

Construction stage

GLA Community
Housing fund revenue
grant administered by
CLH London

GLA Community
Housing Fund
‘advanced revenue’
grant

GLA Community
Housing Fund capital
grant

GLA Community
Housing Fund capital
grant

Potential for Good
Growth Funding to
enable community
space provision

Grant from Newham
for delivery of
affordable housing

CAF Venturesome
CLT unsecured loan, if
required

Senior development
loan from bank
(approx. 60% of costs)
secured against
Lease and Junior
(subordinate) loan
from social investor
(approx. 10% of costs)

Loan
finance

Other
sources

CLT’s fundraising for
start-up costs

Further CLT
fundraising for
organisational costs

Operational term

Ecology Building Society
Unity Trust Bank
Charity Bank
Charities Aid Foundation Bank (CAF Bank)
Big Issue Invest
Operational loan on
rental housing from
bank repaid from
rental income over
say 25-30 year loan
period

Consideration of
Community Share
Issue
Funding and loan finance assumptions per stage
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CAF Venturesome
Social and Sustainable Capital
Finance South East
The CLT also intend to discuss the potential for loan finance
from the Greater London Authority and via forward funding
of development costs by any development partner for the
schemes.

E16 CLT business case & housing offer | Key risks and mitigations
E16 CLT and partners have thoroughly investigated and considered the key risks and
mitigations for the realisation of community land trust homes in Custom House – please
refer to the appended full risk register and a snapshot of the ‘top 8 risks’ below.
Risk
code

Date
registered

Risk

F1

07-Oct-20

P2

Risk codes
P = Political & Relational, R=Reputational, O= Operational / Organisational, F= Financial & Funding,
L= Legal and Legislative, D=Design & Construction cost, S= Site(s), T= (Town) Planning, C= Construction

Assessment of initial risk

Mitigations

Risk owner

Risk
status

Probability

Impact

Rating

Project does not proceed rapidly enough to secure funding from
GLA Community Housing Fund (CHF), which is available for starts
on site up to March 2023 and therefore requires rapid progress to
take CLT scheme forwards

5

5

25

Rapid meaningful progress to be made through partnership
between Newham and CLT Alliance, and in release of Custom
House sites, to ensure starts on site can be achieved within CHF
funding window. Early engagement should be had with GLA
to ringfence appropriate revenue and capital funding for the
Custom House schemes.

LB Newham
and E16 CLT

Live

07-Oct-20

Inconsistent or discontinuous council officer engagement /
collaboration undermines trust and prevents effective and timely
progress

4

5

20

Newham to promptly identify dedicated CLT enabling officer with
sufficient expertise and seniority to make clear, decisive progress
with CLT Alliance; Newham to transparently explain internal
governance requirements to enable realistic programming and
delay mitigation.

LB Newham

Live

R3

07-Oct-20

Newham Council delays commitments on CLT sites or makes
unacceptably loose commitments, frustrating community
confidence in the regen programme generally

4

5

20

As P1, Newham and CLT Alliance to partner energetically and
in good faith to develop CLT enabling strategy permitting
meaningful commitments by council.

LB Newham

Live

F3

07-Oct-20

Slow progress exposes project to continuing construction market
cost inflation leading to over-budget tender returns, challenging
affordability

4

5

20

As P1 and R3 to ensure rapid meaningful progress towards
delivery.

LB Newham
and E16 CLT

Live

P5

07-Oct-20

E16 CLT and LB Newham have conflicting Allocations priorities
for low cost rented dwellings leading to disagreement on CLT's
allocations criteria and nominations from housing waiting list

4

4

16

CLT to draw up draft allocations principles for early engagement
with Newham, in order to allow sufficient time for detailed
allocations discussion and resolution.

LB Newham
and E16 CLT

Live

L2

07-Oct-20

Negotiation of land acquisition agreements becomes protracted
and incurs costly legal fees, creating delays and increased costs

4

4

16

Newham to refer to established frameworks for disposal of land
for community-led housing development including consideration
of GLA's Small Site Small Builders suite of contract documentation
and long lease arrangements. E16 CLT, CLH London and wider CLT
Alliance to proactively assist Newham in consideration of options.

LB Newham
and E16 CLT

Live

C2

07-Oct-20

Coordination of construction of CLT development with wider
regeneration construction activity becomes excessively complex
or costly to manage, inhibiting CLT delivery or affordability

4

4

16

As P4, Newham to procure CLT as Early Site distinct from and
ahead of main regeneration phases procurement, in order
to accelerate CLT delivery to unlock later phases thereby
accelerating the programme overall

Development
Manager/
Partner

Live

P1

07-Oct-20

Newham Council does not commit to enabling CLT homes in
Custom house, or prevents viable delivery through unviable land
value expectations, failing to meet community expectations.

3

5

15

Newham to promptly consider and agree CLT selection and land
procurement process with CLT Alliance; land value expectations
for Custom House to be agreed in response to E16 CLT
proposals; Newham to promptly collaborate with CLT Alliance on
justification of land value

LB Newham

Live

Risk register - Top 8 risks
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E16 CLT business case & housing offer | Outline programme
The Project Team have prepared an outline programme including timescales and key
milestones both for the strategic enabling of CLT projects within Custom House and for
project progress on the Vandome Close and Coolfin Road sites specifically. It is clear that a
key risk to successful delivery is achieving starts on site prior to the Community House Fund
deadline of March 2023. The programme demonstrates the rapid progress which must be
made to hit this deadline and realise the benefits of community land trust housing in the
borough during the lifetime of this important fund.
The full outline programme is appended and the key milestones are summarised here:
Agree MoU between LB Newham and CLT Alliance

November 2020

Newham to commit to sites release and process

January 2021

Custom House residents ballot (expected)

February 2021

Newham to release sites DD and evaluation framework

April 2021

E16 CLT to submit detailed proposals for sites

June-July 2021

Enter contracts (Agreement for Lease and Lease)

Aug-Sept 2021

Design, public consultation, pre-app and cost/viability processes

Q3 ‘21 to Q1 ‘22

E16 CLT and partners to submit planning applications

April 2022

Planning determinations

Q3-4 2022

Capital funding agreements – Vandome Close

Q3 ‘22

Start on site – Vandome Close

November 2022

Capital funding agreements – Coolfin Road

Q4 ‘22

Start on site – Coolfin Road

February 2023
Programme key milestones

E16 CLT visit to Brighton CLT
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Community wealth building and value added
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Community Wealth Building and value added | Socio-economic benefits and return on investment
“Our Community Wealth Building strategy is
underpinned by the principles of economic,
social and environmental justice; so that
long-term prosperity, wellbeing and fairness
for all our residents in the Borough is
achieved”
- Newham council Community Wealth
Building Strategy
Across the world, and increasingly in the
UK, Community Land Trusts have been
a vehicle for enfranchising local people
by keeping wealth and resources in local
hands. Originally developed by black
farming communities in the southern
states of the US in the 1960s and 70s,
the CLT model is designed to allow
disadvantaged communities to jointly take
ownership of assets for the benefit of the
community.
CLTs have community wealth building
at the core of their mission. E16 CLT are
propose to deliver on this mission through:
• Meeting specific housing needs not
available, or under-provided for, in the
mainstream market, to enable a wide range
of people to remain in their communities
• Building a community asset base under
formal, well-functioning and democratic
control, ensuring vital community
infrastructure remains free of the open
market, responsive to local needs and –
where it accrues value – this is reinvested
in the CLT’s community benefit mission
and safeguarded by an ‘asset lock’

• Providing affordability in perpetuity
and secure tenures both for rental and
ownership, so that residents keep more
of their own money and communities can
develop and cohere successfully without
the damage of out-pricing
• Resident empowerment, skills and
confidence building through the process
of development and the long-term
running of the organisation
• The use of meaningful co-production
and co-design to ensure the housing
offered is shaped by the needs and lived
experiences of Custom House residents by
bringing people who wouldn’t normally
have access to decision-making into the
forum
• Diversifying investment streams
including community-specific funding
and ethical lending, bringing new forms
of long-term investment and ‘patient
capital’ into communities which may have
suffered extractive investments in the past
• Significant socio-economic returns
on investment from Community Led
Housing, drawing on a growing body
of evidence demonstrating improved
health and education outcomes, greater
community cohesion and mutual support,
reduced fear of crime and improved
wellbeing of residents.
• Local and ultra-local allocations
criteria ensuring specific needs groups
impacted by regeneration proposals
benefit from CLT homes in perpetuity.
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PEACH workshop - Community wealth building

E16 CLT members

Community Wealth Building and value added | Socio-economic benefits and return on investment

Source: Capital Economics

There is a growing body of research
evidencing the widespread social impact of
community led housing and a compelling
case for returns on public investment,
even compared to mainstream affordable
housing provision. Independent research
by Capital Economics earlier in 2020, using
the Treasury’s Green Book Framework,
shows that over a ten-year horizon each
£1 of public support delivers £2.70 of
public benefit in the form of health and
benefit savings, wellbeing and income
distribution. It also demonstrates how CLTs
garner public support for sites which have
faced opposition.
This value for money is considered in the
range of ‘high’ and is generated through a
combination of:
Additionality – additional homes meeting
real needs, or unlocking contested sites
+
Affordability in perpetuity – non-profit
(at cost) model and innovative tenure,

pricing and perpetuity approach
+
Wellbeing – increased satisfaction,
influence, neighbourly trust and health
outcomes
Studies (DEMOS 2015 & Heywood 2015)
have found higher levels of tenant
satisfaction, improved customer service,
repairs and maintenance in communityled housing compared to housing
association and private rented homes.
Earlier research in Bristol by Exeter
University (see the graph below) showed
improved quality of life for communityled housing residents through reduced
fear of crime and improved sense of trust,
neighbourliness and being in control of
their own lives. This results both from
the community cohesion built through
the development process and from the
togetherness engendered by being a part
of the CLT family, along with neighbours.
Source: Exeter University and Ecomotive
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Community Wealth Building and value added | Meaningful co-production and co-design nurtures support
Community-led housing projects in the
UK have demonstrated that development
is embraced more readily by existing
residents when it can demonstrate genuine
community benefits and genuinely listens
and responds to local concerns and
aspirations, from the beginning.
Co-production is an approach to public
policy and service provision where
authorities work with communities on an
equal, respectful basis to arrive at joint
solutions to local problems. Newham
Council has been running a co-production
process with local residents through the
regeneration steering group and E16 CLT
shall build upon this, with Newham, for
the CLT sites. Newham’s partnership with
E16 CLT, PEACH and the wider CLT Alliance
has the potential to be an exemplar
co-production process, expanding the
ambition of the council’s co-production
work. The ‘Memorandum of Understanding’
recently proposed between the CLT
Alliance and LB Newham is intended
to form a productive framework and
timescales for this co-production and the
realisation of truly affordable, community
led housing in perpetuity.

a structured diary of topic-specific
workshops that invite local people and key
stakeholders to listen, think, consider and
contribute - to the brief, constraints and
opportunities, and the design approach
itself. Generally co-design is separated out
from formal governance, so that co-design
outcomes are digested and determined
by the CLT’s Board or Project Board.
The benefits of co-production and codesign are twofold:
(1) Solutions are more likely to respond
to actual community need and the
nuance of local concerns and aspirations;
(2) Proposals are more likely to enjoy
public support when participants are
‘inside the tent’.

Jimmy, Tony and Casey

Managing
expectations
and
understanding the issues in detail
(including why certain aspirations might
not be able to be met, or are traded
off against others) is a key objective
to this approach and is more likely to
result in residents willing to advocate
for an initiative rather than resist change
because it is imposed by others.

Co-design is an approach to product,
service, urban and architectural design
which moves communities from passive
‘consultees’ into active participants in
the design process. This typically uses
E16 CLT members at PEACH workshop
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Community Wealth Building and value added | Diversifying investment – grants and ethical lending
E16 CLT plans to counter extractive forms of development
and kick start community wealth building in Custom
House by diversifying investment through partnerships
with specialist, ethical and local investors.
With respect to grant funding, the CLT has access to the
GLA’s £38m Community Housing Fund both for revenue
and capital grant for starts on site up to March 2023 –
there is a pressing time imperative to ensure this funding
flows into Newham. A number of ethical banks and social
institutional investors have entered the UK community-led
housing space including Triodos Bank, Ecology Building
Society, Big Issue Invest, Charities Aid Foundation (CAF)
Bank, CAF Venturesome and Unity Trust Bank. E16 CLT’s
projects are a positive opportunity to bring these ethical
and sustainable investors into the borough, generating
relationships with the council and local stakeholders.
The CLT also has by way of its constitution the ability to
raise funds through a Community Share Issue, which
invites ethically aligned smaller scale investors to support
the initiative and gain a modest return over a fixed period.
In recent years Community Share Offers have successfully
generated hundreds of thousands in investment for each
of a number of CLTs, including London CLT, Brighton
and Hove CLT and Leeds Community Homes, usually for
organisational funding and pre-development project
costs.

E16 CLT research trip to Zurich
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Community Wealth Building and value added | Affordability in perpetuity
Affordability in perpetuity is a critical objective of E16
CLT. The CLT is acutely aware that many tenures currently
defined as affordable are subject to provisions which
undermine their affordability over time: benefitting
the first residents but failing to protect benefits for the
future. This is at its most extreme with Right to Buy of
council housing and, to a lesser degree, Right to Acquire
of housing association homes. The ‘staircasing’ provisions
and open market valuation of shared ownership homes
mean their initial relative accessibility is often lost as time
passes, particularly where residents choose to increase
their equity. Likewise, the London Living Rent tenure is a
‘rent to buy’ product encouraging progression to shared
ownership within 10 years.
E16 CLT is well positioned to deliver affordability in
perpetuity because Community Land Trusts have the
flexibility to innovative new forms of ownership, and
because low cost (including social) rented homes owned
by CLTs (even those who are Registered Providers) are
exempt from the Right to Acquire.

Mabel Amponsah, E16 CLT board member, speaking at an event
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Community Wealth Building and value added | Building a community asset base
In a city where more and more public assets are being lost to
the market it is essential that a well-governed community
asset base is nurtured. This is not only because successful
neighbourhoods rely on having affordable and accessible
places to live, work and meet for a wide range of people,
but also because community wealth building takes root
when the community has assets with which to develop
and expand socially positive action. E16 CLT’s proposals
involve the creation of 45+ community-led homes for local
people and also a new, multi-purpose community hub at
Coolfin Road. Existing community centres are often underappreciated or under-maintained but play host to much
valued community activities, life-long learning, children’s
play, older people’s gatherings, sports and fitness and local
arts and culture. In many cases they are owned by councils
and have inevitably suffered from local authority funding
cuts.
E16 CLT’s ‘asset lock’ will ensure assets are retained for the
benefit of the community of Newham in perpetuity and
that any surpluses made from the CLT’s activities over the
longer term are reinvested locally, for further community
wealth building. A dedicated spin-off organisation may
be developed in due course to manage and steward the
Coolfin community hub. The CLT’s adoption of best practice
governance, financial and compliance arrangements
through the National CLT Network’s model rules and
ongoing support from experienced advisors makes this a
good vehicle for professional governance and operational
standards – sometimes missing from community and
commercial organisations alike – as well as genuine
democratic control through an open membership and
elected Board.

E16 Community Land Trust membership pack
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Community Wealth Building and value added | Local and ultra-local allocations
There is widespread precedent in Community Land
Trusts for the deployment of tailored housing allocations
frameworks, developed in collaboration with local
authorities, enabling local (local authority) and ultra-local
(ward or neighbourhood) criteria. The benefit of this is
the ability to prioritise, through a transparent measure
based on place of residence, work and/or education, those
most affected by regeneration plans to benefit by way of
access to new homes. The CLT allocations policy can be
developed as a separate framework to the borough’s overall
nominations policy, allowing flexibility in determining
need and priorities. The CLT policy can be embedded as
a legal requirement of the CLT’s operation of the scheme
via the site long lease, so that the council is secure that the
agreed housing will be offered according to the policy in
perpetuity.

PEACH alternative regeneration plan workshop
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Community Wealth Building and value added | Addressing specific housing need
We understand Newham are facing
significant challenges identifying an
attractive housing product for existing
homeowners in the Custom House
regeneration area who wish to remain
in the area. A solution needs to be found
to unlock the regeneration ‘jigsaw’.
Drawing on experience from projects
across London, E16 CLT are proposing a
‘genuinely affordable home ownership’
model intended to attract both existing
homeowners and affordable to local firsttime buyers on typical salaries in Newham.
This builds on the model deployed by
London CLT at the St Clements Hospital
development in Tower Hamlets and will
protect affordability in perpetuity for
future residents.
Critically, the model is not a form of shared
ownership and therefore does not involve
rental payments on retained equity, which
we understand is a justifiably unattractive
offer to existing homeowners.
The CLT also proposes to play its part
in achieving Newham’s target for social
rented housing in the regeneration area by
including social rented dwellings as far as
is viable.
The ownership model is a leasehold
ownership product we are calling
‘Genuinely affordable home ownership’
and priced according to one of the two

methods below, with a ‘resale price
covenant’ written into leases to govern
the resale pricing for each and every resale
in perpetuity:
(a) Local first-time buyers: Pricing based
on median incomes in Newham, adjusted
for dwelling (household) size. Repricing
is based on the same methodology in
perpetuity, so that home prices remain
linked to local median earnings.
(b) Existing homeowners: Pricing based
on present day market values for existing
ex-council properties in the regeneration
area. Repricing is based on the initial price
adjusted by a general inflation factor for
the period since last sale, typically ‘no
more than CPI’ or similar.
In both scenarios the determination
of initial pricing and resale pricing is
disconnected from present day new-build
open market values (OMV), though it
may be useful to refer to the pricing as a
percentage of OMV purely for comparison.
Because the pattern in recent decades
has been for residential value increases
to outstrip both earnings inflation and
general inflation, the tendency is for
the initial ‘discount’ from OMV to grow
larger over time, effectively meaning
the properties become more affordable
compared to the broader market.

Custom House is our house - Jessie Brennan published by creativeboom.com
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Architectural feasibility studies
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Architectural feasibility studies | Brief
The architectural feasibility study should assess the
capacity, urban massing, housing mix and key design and
compliance/statutory constraints and considerations of a
Community Land Trust Housing scheme on both identified
sites: Vandome Close and Coolfin Road. This study is based
on the context given to E16CLT in the original brief.
Context
The regen process is on a tight timeline, working towards
a public ballot in October./November. The aim of this
study is to demonstrate feasibility and to provide the
groundwork to embed the concept of a CLT within the
wider regeneration strategy. In particular, that these
proposals would form part of the public ballot in some
form.
Aims for the Regeneration (drawn from PEACH alternative
regeneration plan) :
Aim 1: Regeneration should… Address Custom House and
Newham’s problems: provide decent employment, secure
affordable housing and improve safety and health
Aim 2: Regeneration should… Make Custom House function
as a neigbourhood before, during, and after regeneration
Aim 3: Regeneration should… Work financially in the longterm for the council and community.
Aim 4: Directly improve the lives of current local residents.
Principles for the regeneration
1. Custom House is ‘Our House’
The community should have real control over the
regeneration; we need a concrete agreement about how
this can happen in advance of major decisions.
2. Genuine Affordability
The majority of housing, shops and services should be
genuinely affordable to local people. This means being

linked to local wages/income not to market price
3. Spread the Love (and the Money)
The benefits of regeneration should be spread over our
whole neighbourhood, not limited to demolition areas.
4. Take Care of What’s Already There
Custom House is not a blank canvas - support and improve
what is already used, rather than wiping everything away
and starting again.
5. Protect and Grow our Community
In Custom House we look after each other: the social/
economic value of our support networks should be
recognised. Our new neighbourhoods must be designed
to preserve our community and welcome new members.
Re-housing away from the borough should be avoided.
6. Long-term Investment
Regeneration should bring long-term financial benefit to
future generations of Custom House and the Council. Keep
our assets and build a stable new economy based on local
skills with decent wages and opportunities.
Identified needs
1. The displacement of existing residents as a result of
the Custom House regeneration. There is a particular threat
of displacement for leaseholders who may not be able to
afford to stay in the area with their compensation, as well
as temporary tenants and private renters on the estate who
do not have rights to be rehoused under the Residents
Charter. While secure Council tenants are guaranteed to be
rehoused by Newham, the turnover of stock is slow and as
such there is not much housing available in Custom House.
2. Lack of affordable housing, leaving many people
living in poverty or in overcrowded and insecure housing
conditions.
3. Lack of family housing, with families overcrowded. This
is exacerbated by the high percentage of 1 and 2 bedroom
properties being build by developers in earlier phases of
the regeneration scheme.

4. Disempowerment of local residents as a result of the
regeneration process (lack of participation/co-production)
Site expectations
A mixed-use development of 15-30 properties with some
community or commercial space. A number of key criteria
were set out in the original brief:
1. A mixed-tenure development that includes secure
‘affordable’ social/private rented housing alongside an
affordable ownership tenure that would suit leaseholders
looking to stay in the area. Many would be willing to
downsize. This need should be quantified.
2. A model where the price of renting/buying a home
would be linked to local incomes and not the market.
Definition of affordability is critical. We could take estimate
of local values and use as a basis for equity transfer with CLT
retaining part equity of new housing (eg retaining ground
freehold) but no rental outlay required on the part that the
leaseholder doesn’t own – which is a major sticking point
to residents. Other scenarios need to be explored. Shared
ownership is seen as unattractive because of lack of control
over management costs and rental element.
3. A scheme that prioritises family housing and include
at least 50% of 3 and 4 bed homes.
4. High quality sustainable housing design concepts
and standards - we define sustainability as human, social,
economic and environmental.
5. Options for a mix-use development that also
prioritise greenery and shared gardens, independent
community space and/or low-cost workspace (particularly
in Coolfin site where former community centre would
be demolished) – to be explored within the scope of the
feasibility study. Outdoor sheltered area, BBQ, raised beds
and gardening area, doorstep play opportunities, car club.
Less inclination for shared internal spaces.
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Architectural feasibility studies | Brief
2018 Newham Development Plan policy H1 states:
"Secure the delivery of a mix and balance of housing types, including a significant increase in family housing
to replace that lost to conversion, through requiring 39% of the number of new homes on all sites capable of
delivering 10 units or more being 3 bedroom homes for families, subject to the appropriate mix
considerations."

This is further elaborated on as follows in a report on the Newham Plan by the Planning Inspectorate::

Family Housing - is the 39% target realistic?
The requirement in policy H1 for 39% of the number of new homes on all sites capable of delivering 10 units
or more to be for 3 bedroom homes for families is viewed by some as onerous and too prescriptive....
However, based on the ONEL SHMAA, the level of need for three bedroom housing within Newham (as
opposed to Greater London as a whole) is put at 64% of the Borough's overall housing requirement, with a
further 9% for dwellings of 4 plus bedrooms....
Two bedroom dwellings may be part of the answer, but it is clear that the 39% requirement only provides a
little over half of the need in the Borough for family housing. This in itself provides considerable flexibility,
added to which all schemes of fewer than 10 dwellings are exempt from the policy. It could be argued that,
in the face of the objective evidence, the proportion of family housing should be higher than in the Plan.
On the basis of the evidence which I consider to be most appropriate for Newham, I consider that the
provision for family housing within the Plan is justified with sufficient flexibility for the Plan to be effective.
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Determining the housing mix:

*

For the purposes of this feasibility study, the housing
mix should therefore be assumed to have 39% family
sized housing as a minimum, but with a target of
around 75%.
In that context, the remaining 1 and 2 Bed units
should be designed to be as flexible as possible so
that the CLT can respond effectively to changing and
emerging need.

Architectural feasibility studies | Density targets
The proposals developed as part of the feasibility study
exceed minimum density targets as set out by the London
Plan and are comparable to the densities shown in outline
proposals for both sites.

Assumed PTal rating of 3 to 4 (as per classification for Custom House regeneration
phase 1)
London Plan recommends

Coolfin Road

Assumes av.
4 habitable
rooms/unit

450 habitable rooms/hectare
120 units/hectare

650 habitable rooms/hectare
183 units/hectare

Assumes av.
3 habitable
rooms/unit

450 habitable rooms/hectare
170 units/hectare

650 habitable rooms/hectare
183 units/hectare
Coolfin Road PTAL rating

Assumes av.
5 habitable
rooms/unit

London Plan recommends

Vandome Close

450 habitable rooms/hectare
120 units/hectare

736 habitable rooms/hectare
209 units/hectare
Vandome Close PTAL rating

Setting

Public Transport Accessibility Level (PTAL)
0 to 1

2 to 3

4 to 6

Suburban

150-200 hr/ha

150-250 hr/ha

200-350 hr/ha

3.8-4.6 hr/unit

35-55 u/ha

35-65 u/ha

45-90 u/ha

3.1-3.7 hr/unit

40-65 u/ha

40-80 u/ha

55-115 u/ha

2.7-3.0 hr/unit

50-75 u/ha

50-95 u/ha

70-130 u/ha

Urban

150-250 hr/ha

200-450 hr/ha

200-700 hr/ha

3.8-4.6 hr/unit

35-55 u/ha

45-120 u/ha

45-185 u/ha

3.1-3.7 hr/unit

40-80 u/ha

55-145 u/ha

55-225 u/ha

2.7-3.0 hr/unit

50-95 u/ha

70-170 u/ha

70-260 u/ha

Central

150-300 hr/ha

300-650 hr/ha

650-1100 hr/ha

3.8-4.6 hr/unit

35-80 u/ha

65-170 u/ha

140-290 u/ha

3.1-3.7 hr/unit

40-100 u/ha

80-210 u/ha

175-355 u/ha

2.7-3.0 hr/unit

50-110 u/ha

100-240 u/ha

215-405 u/ha
London Plan PTAL requirements
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Architectural feasibility studies | Sustainability targets
Newham Development Plan sets out that all new
developments should meet the London Plan Zero Carbon
Target. Architectural proposals for the CLT would be
designed to meet or exceed that target. (Policy SC2)

*

In order to meet this, the proposals assume
Passivhaus standard of insulation and simple building
forms, whilst utilising passive ventilation systems
where feasible rather than full mechanical MVHR
ventilation units that would allow for full Passivhaus
accreditation. This is because there is a reliance
on robust maintenance practices and individual
households regularly replacing filters etc when using
mechanical ventilation systems. Where possible the
proposals will look to specify fabric first, passive,
low maintenance and robust strategies for reducing
Carbon in use as well as embodied carbon.

limited to accessible spaces and car clubs. In house air
quality is also significant. Proposals will ensure that
bathrooms have external windows and are naturally
ventilated, with utility space and well ventilated
clothes drying areas.
Any development must ensure protection from flooding.
Bedrooms should not therefore be at street level with
consideration given to maximising permeable surfaces

*

Proposals will look at split level homes that raise
part of the ground floor above the flood datum ~1m
to enable generous living rooms and downstairs
additional bedroom/study. Landscape proposals will
prioritise Sustainable Urban Drainage systems.

The policy highlights the importance of energy resilience.

*

As such we will seek information on whether local
energy/heat networks are planned as part of the
wider regeneration scheme and would allow for these
to be retrofitted. Energy in use will be monitored and
managed using smart metering

A core strand to the sustainability strategy relates to
wellbeing : including air quality, access to clean transport,
good quality, safe outdoor space and high levels of
biodiversity, including local food production.

*

The proposals will focus on design for public realm
that contributes not only to the wellbeing of residents
within the CLT, but also to the wider community, with
clear, naturally defined hierarchies between public
and private space, good quality doorstep play and
sheltered, well orientated community gardens. Bike
stores will be well considered and parking will be
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Architectural feasibility studies | The sites

e Close

m
Vando

Coolfin Road
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Architectural feasibility studies | The sites
Both sites have been identified by Newham as appropriate
for development through the wider Custom House
regeneration scheme.
Both sites have been considered as part of this feasibility
study for the following reasons:
1. Vandome is part of phase 1 whilst Coolfin is identified
as part of phase 2. This potentially allows a continuity of
Community led development at all stages of the regen
programme.
2. Alternatively developed together or at least put through
planning at the same time, there may be economies of
scale.
3. Both sites have the potential to demonstrate slightly
different approaches and are conducive to a slightly
different housing mix respectively. For a feasibility study,
therefore they exemplify the key issues that a community
led housing scheme must address.

Coolfin Road

4. Both sites do not have existing residents on them and as
such, can be brought forward quickly without the need to
decant people.

Vandome Close
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Coolfin Road feasibility study | Existing context
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Coolfin Road feasibility study | Regeneration scheme constraints & opportunities
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Coolfin Road feasibility study | Proposed - massing studies
The following options explore potential massing arrangements on the Coolfin Road site. As
previously shown, the site is constrained by a minimum distance of 18m between habitable
rooms which determines the buildable area perimeter on three sides.
These studies seek to dermine the optimum massing in relation to these constraints, as
well as:
• Meeting PTAL density requirements as set out in the London Plan
• Maximising direct sunlight to habitable rooms, gardens and balconies.
• Minimising overlooking between units and balconies
• Improving access around the site
• Creating a generous public space which can be secured through passive
		 surveillance.
• Ensuring coherence with the existing and proposed context.

Fits well with
existing massing

12m

Only 12m between
front and rear
terrace : privacy and
overlooking issues.
This approach
would not be dense
enough to be viable
Continuing the adjacent
new build terraces with
entrances to street and
back to back gardens

All studies are taken at midday on the spring equinox.

As above
As above plus not
ideal to have front
doors facing back
gardens

12m

Continuing the adjacent
new build terraces with
entrances to rear terrace
facing back gardens
of front terrace. This is
the arrangement of the
adjacent terraced houses.
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Coolfin Road feasibility study | Proposed - massing studies

Dense: provides
more homes

6-9m

Placement of 6 storey block opposite 2
storey houses is out
of scale. The height
also over shadows
the shared garden
considerably.

Dense: provides
more homes,
appropriate height
and ideal solar
orientation
18m

L-shaped, 6 storey block
to match height of regen
scheme block proposed to
the rear of the site.

C-shaped, 4 storey block
orientated with shared
courtyard facing W-SW

Ideal orientation for
maximum sunlight
Lacking density and
creates narrow 6-9m
alleyway between
block and flank walls
of adjacent terrace
6-9m

L-shaped 4 storey block
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Creates narrow 6-9
m alleyway between
block and flank
walls/bin stores)

Dense: provides
more homes,
appropriate height
and sheltered
shared garden
18m

Remains separate
from adjacent
shared garden

C-shaped, 4 storey block
orientated with shared
courtyard facing E-SE

Coolfin Road feasibility study | Proposed - Proposed - birds-eye view
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Coolfin Road feasibility study | Proposed - site plan
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Coolfin Road feasibility study | Proposed - sectional perspective

Roof terrace with
clothes drying space

Generous
balconies
to even the
smallest
units

Communal garden
vs gated podium

Natural threshold between
public and private space

Split level allows habitable
room above flood datum
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Coolfin Road feasibility study | Proposed - street view

Generous balconies
for upper units

Reduced size ground floor bike
and bin stores incorporated
within cores.
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Community space to
replace existing centre

Coolfin Road feasibility study | Proposed - layout plans

Third floor

Second floor

First floor

Ground floor
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Coolfin Road feasibility study | Proposed - typical maisonette

*

Ground floor
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First floor

Value add:
•

Integrated bin stores

•

Utility room and built in storage

•

Home working space

•

Potential to create closed or open kitchen

•

Bathroom with external window

Coolfin Road feasibility study | Proposed - 1 bed flat

*

Value add:
•

Potential to create closed or open kitchen

•

Bathroom with external window

•

Generous balcony with dual aspect in corner units

•

Built in storage including kitchen dry store
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Coolfin Road feasibility study | Area schedule
Site area (hectares)

0.12

Ptal rating

3 to 4*

Gross External Area

2800 sqm

*Custom House regen. scheme assumes Ptal 3 to 4 for phase 1 and 2 to 3 for phase 2

No. of units

Units/ha

Typical GIA

Min reqd GIA

Habitable rooms

hr/ha

Ave hr/unit

% of total units

4B6p

6

108

107

30

27%

4B6p accessible

2

115

99 +~10%*

10

9%

3B5P

2

96

96

8

9%

2B4p

6

70

70

18

27%

50

50

1B2p

6

Total

22

183

1790

12
78

27%
650

4

100%

* Alternative option shows a more market standard housing mix for purposes of financial modelling																
* Accessible unit sizes are not given minimum areas but depend on demonstrating accessible layout and are normally in the region of 10% bigger than standard

Cores

216

External deck access

65

Community

90

Admin/ancillary

45

Shared stores

48

Bin store

25

Bike/garden tools store

14

Plant

31

Total

534

Combined total GIA

2324

Private gardens

6

130

Shared garden

1

375

Combined total external landscape

505
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Coolfin Road feasibility study | Construction cost breakdown
Construction cost breakdown
Works

Area schedule summary
Cost

£/sqm GIA

Type

Area (sqm)

Demolitions/Enabling Works

£50,000.00

Residential

1790

Total Demolition Works Estimate

£50,000.00

Cores

216

External deck access

65

Store

48

Residential build cost

£4,141,800.00

£1,950.00

Store

incl.

Bin Store

25

Bin store

incl.

Bike Store

14

Bike store

incl.

Plant Space

31

Plant space & cores

incl.

Community and admin space
Total building works estimate

£102,400.00

£800.00

Subtotal

2189

£4,244,200.00
Community and admin space

Private Gardens

£16,900.00

Shared garden

£174,375.00

Deck access

£120,000.00

Connecting to incoming services

£54,000.00

Total external works

Total GIA

128

2317

£365,275.00

Unit mix summary
Total project works estimate

£4,659,475.00

Unit Mix

No. of units

4B6p

6

Main Contractor Prelims @ 15%

£698,921.25

4B6p accessible

2

D&B Risk @ 2%

£93,189.50

3B5p

2

OH&P @ 7%

£326,163.25

2B4p

6

Excluded

1B2p

6

Total

22

Tender Price inflation/deflation
Cost limit (current day 3Q 2020)

£5,777,749.00

£2,493.63
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Coolfin Road feasibility study | Stores and servicing
New housing developments often have substantial
sections of ground floor facades dominated by bike
stores, bin stores, plant space etc.

Plant room

12
person
Lift

*

Bikes, tools,
communal
utility

Value add:
•
Communal bin stores are minimised by distributing bins
for ground floor units into the entrance area of each ground
floor maisonette discretely to avoid forecourts dominated by
bin enclosures. Communal bin stores are still required, but are
substantially smaller.
•
Bike stores rare also distributed in the cores at all levels
also containing storage and utility space
12 person lift allows bikes, wheelchair users and large
•
buggies up and down with ease, without causing damage to
stairwells and core areas.
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Coolfin Road feasibility study | Access, parking & safe escape
Access
The CLT development is unusual in that due to flood risk,
bedrooms cannot be at street level. Accessible units designed for wheelchair users are therefore raised to upper
levels. This presents access challenges.

*

On street parking

The proposal includes two cores and two 12p lifts i.e.
larger than standard lifts. This ensures that there is
always a lift available even if one requires maintenance
or is out of order.

Potential parking

Parking
Parking is to be carefully considered taking into account
the Ptal rating of 3/4.

*
*

Core 2

It may be considered appropriate in this location to
designate the development as car free, with 10%
accessible parking and car club spaces.
There is also the potential to create designated
parking at the rear of the site.

*
*

The assumption made in this proposal is for
predominantly masonry construction and steel framed
walkways/balustrades with solid (rather than timber)
floors.

Core 1

Fire safety and means of escape
For all new residential buildings, this is of primary
concern.

On street parking

At this point, and considering that the proposed
building is lower than 18m, sprinklers are not
proposed, but a double core allows for alternative
means of escape.
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Vandome Close feasibility study | Existing context
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Vandome Close feasibility study | Regeneration scheme constraints & opportunities
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Vandome Close feasibility study | Proposed massing studies
The following options explore potential massing arrangements on the Vandome Close
site. As previously shown, the site is constrained by a minimum distance of 18m between
habitable rooms which determines the buildable area perimeter to the front and rear.
These studies seek to dermine the optimum massing in relation to these constraints, as
well as:
• Meeting PTAL density requirements as set out in the London Plan.
• Maximising direct sunlight to habitable rooms, gardens and balconies.
• Minimising overshadowing of the terrace to the rear
• Minimising overlooking between units and balconies.
• Creating a generous public space which can be secured through passive
surveillance
• Ensuring coherence with the existing and proposed context.

Fits well with
existing massing
Not dense enough

18m

All studies are taken at midday on the spring equinox.

Site includes garages and
terraced houses

high density

med-high density
no over looking,
simple construction

All hab rooms North
facing, overlooking
issues
<18m

18m
Regen scheme includes
stacked flats with south
facing deck access include
new block onf Freemasons Rd as part of larger
scheme.
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marginally lower
density than regen
scheme in central
block

Terraced townhouses
with apartment block on
extended site at West end

Vandome Close feasibility study | Proposed - birds-eye view
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Vandome Close feasibility study | Proposed - site plan
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Vandome Close feasibility study | Proposed - street view
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Vandome Close feasibility study | Proposed - layout plans

Fifth floor

Fourth floor

Third floor

Second floor

First floor

Ground floor
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Vandome Close feasibility study | Proposed - typical terrace

*

Ground floor

First floor

Value add:
•

Integrated bin stores

•

Utility room and built in storage

•

Home working space

•

Potential to create closed or open kitchen

•

Bathroom with external window

Second floor
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Vandome Close feasibility study | Area schedule
No. of units

Units/ha

Typical GIA

Min required GIA

Habitable rooms

hr/ha

Ave hr/unit

% of total

4B5p

8

108

106

40

35%

3B4p (maisonette)

2

88

87

8

9%

2B4p

2

70

70

6

9%

1B2p

6

50

50

12

26%

2B4p accessible

5

86

80

15

22%

Total

23

209

1910

Core

128

Cafe/retail

55

Bins/bikes

20

Plant

12

Total

215

Combined total GIA
Private gardens

81

736

4

100%

of which family sized

43%

2125
11

356

Combined total external landscape

356

Fifth

2B4p Acc

1B2p

Fourth

2B4p Acc

1B2p

Third

2B4p Acc

1B2p

2B4p

Second

2B4p Acc

1B2p

2B4p

2B4p Acc

1B2p

Commercial

1B2p

First
Ground

4B5p

4B5p

End block with lift core

4B5p

4B5p

4B5p

3 storey townhouses

4B5p

4B5p

4B5p

3B5p

3B5p

End block with maisonettes
and flats above. NO LIFT
required up to 3rd floor*
* There is no statutory requirement to build a lift in developments up to 3 storeys.
We have compensated by over-providing accessible units that do have lift access
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Vandome Close feasibility study | Construction cost breakdown
Construction cost breakdown
Works

Area schedule summary
Cost

£/sqm GIA

Type

Area (sqm)

Demolitions/Enabling Works

£70,000.00

Residential

Total Demolition Works Estimate

£70,000.00

Store

15

Bin Store

20

Bike Store

20

Plant Space and Cores

140

Residential build cost

£4,037,500.00

Store

incl.

Bin store

incl.

Bike store

incl.

Plant Space & Cores

incl.

Café (shell & core)
Total building works estimate

£44,000.00

£1,900.00

Subtotal

£800.00

2125

Café (shell and core)

55

£4,081,500.00
Total GIA

Private Gardens

£163,048.00

Connecting to incoming services

£51,000.00

Total external works

1930

2180

£214,048.00

Unit mix summary
Total project works estimate

£4,365,548.00

Unit Mix

No. of units

4B5p

8

Main Contractor Prelims @ 15%

£654,832.20

3B4p (maisonette)

2

D&B Risk @ 2%

£87,310.96

2B4p

3

OH&P @ 7%

£305,588.36

1B2p

5

2B4p acc

5

Total

23

Tender Price inflation/deflation
Cost limit (current day 3Q 2020)

Excluded
£5,413,279.52

£2,483.16
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Vandome Close feasibility study | Stores and servicing
New housing developments often have substantial
sections of ground floor facades dominated by bike
stores, bin stores, plant space etc.

*

Value add:

•
Communal bin stores are minimised by distributing bins
for ground floor units into the entrance area of each ground
floor maisonette discretely to avoid forecourts dominated by
bin enclosures. Communal bin stores are still required, but are
substantially smaller.

Bike
store

•
Bike stores rare also distributed in the cores at all levels
also containing storage and utility space

12
person
Lift

•
12 person lift allows bikes, wheelchair users and large
buggies up and down with ease, without causing damage to
stairwells and core areas.
Plant room

Bins (ground floor), tools,
communal
utility(upper floors)

Bins
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Vandome Close feasibility study | Access, parking & safe escape
Access
The CLT development is unusual in that due to flood risk,
bedrooms cannot be at street level. Accessible units designed for wheelchair units are therefore raised to upper
levels. This presents access challenges.

*

The proposal includes two cores with one 12p lifts i.e.
larger than standard lifts and one standard sized lift.
This ensures that there is always a lift available even if
one requires maintenance or is out of order.

Parking
Parking is to be carefully considered taking into account
the Ptal rating of 3/4

*

The drawing opposite indicates potential areas of
on street parking, however, it may be considered
appropriate in this location to designate the
development as car free, with 10% accessible parking
and car club spaces. The appropriate parking on this
site would be determined following an assessment of
the parking provision across the wider regeneration
scheme.

Fire safety and means of escape
For all new residential buildings, this is of primary
concern.

*
*

Core 2

Core 1

Potential on street parking

Potential on street parking

Potential on street parking

The assumption made in this proposal is of
predominantly masonry construction with steel
framed balconies and balustrades with solid (rather
than timber) floors.
At this point, and considering that the proposed
building is lower than 18m, sprinklers are not
proposed, but a double core allows for alternative
means of escape.
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Appendix
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Appendix | Outline Programme for initial E16 CLT project sites
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Appendix | Outline Programme for initial E16 CLT project sites
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Appendix | Risk Register for initial E16 CLT project sites
Risk Date
Risk
code registered

Assessment of Initial Risk
Probability Impact
Rating

Mitigations

Risk Status

Risk Categories
P
Political and Relational

Live

R

Reputational

Live

O

Operational / Organisational

Live

F

Financial & Funding

Live

L

Legal and Legislative

Live

D

Design & Construction Cost

Development
Manager/Partner Live

S

Site(s)

LB Newham

Live

T

(Town) Planning

LB Newham

Live

C

Construction

Risk Owner

F1

Project does not proceed rapidly enough to secure funding from GLA
Community Housing Fund (CHF), which is available for starts on site up to
07-Oct-20 March 2023 and therefore requires rapid progress to take CLT scheme forwards

5

5

P2

Inconsistent or discontinuous council officer engagement / collaboration
07-Oct-20 undermines trust and prevents effective and timely progress

4

5

Rapid meaningful progress to be made through partnership between Newham and
CLT Alliance, and in release of Custom House sites, to ensure starts on site can be
achieved within CHF funding window. Early engagement should be had with GLA to LB Newham and
25 ringfence appropriate revenue and capital funding for the Custom House schemes E16 CLT
Newham to promptly identify dedicated CLT enabling officer with sufficient
expertise and seniority to mak e clear, decisive progress with CLT Alliance; Newham
to transparently explain internal governance requirements to enable realistic
20 programming and delay mitigation
LB Newham

4

5

20 develop CLT enabling strategy permitting meaningful commitments by council

F3

Newham Council delays commitments on CLT sites or makes unacceptably
loose commitments, frustrating community confidence in the regen
07-Oct-20 programme generally
Slow progress exposes project to continuing construction market cost
07-Oct-20 inflation leading to over-budget tender returns, challenging affordability

4

5

20 As P1 and R3 to ensure rapid meaningful progress towards delivery

P5

E16 CLT and LB Newham have conflicting Allocations priorities for low cost
rented dwellings leading to disagreement on CLT's allocations criteria and
07-Oct-20 nominations from housing waiting list

4

4

16 order to allow sufficient time for detailed allocations discussion and resolution

L2

Negotiation of land acquisition agreements becomes protracted and incurs
07-Oct-20 costly legal fees, creating delays and increased costs

4

4

C2

Coordination of construction of CLT development with wider regeneration
construction activity becomes excessively complex or costly to manage,
07-Oct-20 inhibiting CLT delivery or affordability

4

4

P1

Newham Council does not commit to enabling CLT homes in Custom house, or
prevents viable delivery through unviable land value expectations, failing to
07-Oct-20 meet community expectations

3

5

As P4, Newham to procure CLT as Early Site distinct from and ahead of main
regeneration phases procurement, in order to accelerate CLT delivery to unlock
16 later phases thereby accelerating the programme overall
Newham to promptly consider and agree CLT selection and land procurement
process with CLT Alliance; land value expectations for Custom House to be agreed
in response to E16 CLT proposals; Newham to promptly collaborate with CLT
15 Alliance on justification of land value

P4

LBN carries out developer-led procurement of CLT homes, leading to
unacceptably low levels of genuine involvement by community,
disenfranchising CLT members and wider community, missing opportunity for
genuine community-led development, and delaying CLT delivery by coupling it
07-Oct-20 with wider regeneration procurement

3

5

15 seperately to and ahead of wider regeneration phases

R3

As P1, Newham and CLT Alliance to partner energetically and in good faith to

CLT to draw up draft allocations principles for early engagement with Newham, in

LB Newham
LB Newham and
E16 CLT
LB Newham and
E16 CLT

Newham to refer to established framework s for disposal of land for community-led
housing development including consideration of GLA's Small Site Small Builders
suite of contract documentation and long lease arrangements. E16 CLT, CLH London LB Newham and
16 and wider CLT Alliance to proactively assist Newham in consideration of options
E16 CLT

Newham to avoid developer-led delivery of CLT homes by procuring CLT sites

O1

Insufficient capacity and expertise within E16 CLT's leadership (staff, Board,
Project Board) to effectively progress the project to programme, govern the
07-Oct-20 organisation and/or manage risks and relationships

3

5

E16 CLT to implement Board development and training programme to upsk ill newer
Trustess and identify sk ills gaps for co-opting additional specialist Trustees. E16 CLT
to continue tak ing regular, detailed advice from London CLT and Community Led
Housing London and housing sector advisors including Igloo. Compatible
development partner/manager to be identified and brought on to team to enhance
15 capacity and k nowledge
E16 CLT

O4

Unsustainable workload on volunteers and trustees of E16 CLT leads to burnout of key personnel, causing knowledge and skills to be lost and insufficient
07-Oct-20 resource in Board and Project Board(s)

3

5

15 fundraise sufficiently to employ suitable paid staff to mitigate burden on volunteers E16 CLT

As O1, implement volunteer and Board development plan and continue to

F2

Lending market to CLT for development and operational lending offers non07-Oct-20 competitive terms, challenging affordability and tenure mix intentions

3

5

15

S1

Flood risk mitigation measures impact on design complexity and construction
07-Oct-20 cost, hampering affordability of homes and viability of scheme

5

3

15

R1

Viable tenure and affordability mix does not meet expectations of E16 CLT
07-Oct-20 membership and wider community, undermining popular support for CLT

3

4

12

R2

Viability challenges prevent the provision of replacement community space on
eg. Coolfin Road site, failing to meet CLT membership and wider community
07-Oct-20 expectations for community infrastructure as part of CLT business model

4

3

12

E16 CLT to mak e use of advisors' k nowledge of investment options and pros/cons
in development of project financial model. E16 CLT to investigate financing options
via potential development partners. Newham to investigate grant funding or
lending from Right to Buy receipts or HRA. Newham to investigate lending from
Public Work s Loan Board to CLT delivery
Early engagement with local authority flood officer and Environment Agency to
establish acceptable mitigation approaches, integrating with Newham's wider
strategy for mitgiation within regeneration area, and need for hyfraulic flood
modelling or other specialist risk assessment techniques. Design team to develop
cost effective and space efficient design mitigations as required, including raising of
ground floor above flood risk level
E16 CLT to robustly assess and expertly model viability options as part of initial
feasibility exercise and ongoingly, establishing deliverable housing affordability
offer; E16 CLT to communicate reasoning for affordability/tenure mix confidently
and sensitively to membership and wider community
E16 CLT to robustly assess and expertly model viability options as part of initial
feasibility exercise and ongoingly, establishing viable provision of non-residential
space. E16 CLT to investigate additional funding opportunities for community
infrastructure including Royal Dock s Good Growth. E16 CLT to avoid overcommitment to non-residential facilities until detailed business plan prepared and
funding model proven

Live

Undergoing
Mitigation

Live

Development
Manager/Partner Live

Architect

Live

E16 CLT

Undergoing
Mitigation

Undergoing

CLT
Mitigation
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F2

07-Oct-20 competitive terms, challenging affordability and tenure mix intentions

3

5

15 Public Work s Loan Board to CLT delivery

Early engagement with local authority flood officer and Environment Agency to
establish acceptable mitigation approaches, integrating with Newham's wider
strategy for mitgiation within regeneration area, and need for hyfraulic flood
modelling or other specialist risk assessment techniques. Design team to develop
cost effective and space efficient design mitigations as required, including raising of
ground floor above flood risk level
E16 CLT to robustly assess and expertly model viability options as part of initial
feasibility exercise and ongoingly, establishing deliverable housing affordability
offer; E16 CLT to communicate reasoning for affordability/tenure mix confidently
and sensitively to membership and wider community
E16 CLT to robustly assess and expertly model viability options as part of initial
Mitigations
feasibility exercise and ongoingly, establishing viable provision of non-residential
space.meaningful
E16 CLT to investigate
additional
fundingpartnership
opportunities
for community
Rapid
progress to be
made through
between
Newham and
infrastructure
including
Royal
s Good
Growth.
CLT tostarts
avoidon
overCLT Alliance, and
in release
ofDock
Custom
House
sites, E16
to ensure
site can be
commitment
to non-residential
facilities
untilengagement
detailed business
prepared
andto
achieved
within
CHF funding window.
Early
shouldplan
be had
with GLA
funding model
provenrevenue and capital funding for the Custom House schemes
ringfence
appropriate
Architect and
Development
Manager
to carefully
investigate
warranty,
lending and
Newham
to promptly
identify
dedicated
CLT enabling
officer with
sufficient
construction
et appetite
any non-conventional
expertise
andmark
seniority
to makfor
e clear,
decisive progressdesign/construction
with CLT Alliance; Newham
approaches
priorexplain
to adoption.
Gateway
meetings
to consider
ey riskrealistic
s and
to
transparently
internal
governance
requirements
to kenable
opportunities
mak
e informed
decisions on construction approach
programmingto
and
delay
mitigation

Appendix | Risk Register for initial E16 CLT project sites
S1

Flood risk mitigation measures impact on design complexity and construction
07-Oct-20 cost, hampering affordability of homes and viability of scheme

5

3

15

R1

Viable tenure and affordability mix does not meet expectations of E16 CLT
07-Oct-20 membership and wider community, undermining popular support for CLT

3

4

12

Risk Date
Risk
code registered

R2
F1

D2
P2

S2
R3
F3
T1

Viability
challenges
prevent
the provision
ofsecure
replacement
Project does
not proceed
rapidly
enough to
fundingcommunity
from GLA space on
eg. Coolfin Road
site, Fund
failing(CHF),
to meet
CLTismembership
wider
community
Community
Housing
which
available forand
starts
on site
up to
07-Oct-20 March
expectations
for community
infrastructure
as partto
of take
CLT business
model
2023 and
therefore requires
rapid progress
CLT scheme
forwards
Untested or novel design or construction approach limits contractor, supply
chain,
funderor
ordiscontinuous
warranty provider
appetite,
to increased
costs or
Inconsistent
council
officerleading
engagement
/ collaboration
07-Oct-20
07-Oct-20 redesign
undermines trust and prevents effective and timely progress
Site
abnormals
such
as contamination,
below-ground
obstructions,
buried
Newham
Council
delays
commitments on
CLT sites or makes
unacceptably
services
or complex land
law circumstances
walls,in
rights
to light) cause
loose commitments,
frustrating
community(party
confidence
the regen
07-Oct-20
delays
and
increase
costs
07-Oct-20 programme generally
Design
is deemed
unacceptable
or under-development
or otherwise
Slow progress
exposes
project toovercontinuing
construction market
cost
by planning
authority
leading
to redesign
delays
and increased
07-Oct-20 unsupported
inflation leading
to over-budget
tender
returns,
challenging
affordability
07-Oct-20 costs
E16 CLT and LB Newham have conflicting Allocations priorities for low cost

L2

rented dwellings leading to disagreement on CLT's allocations criteria and
07-Oct-20 Compatible
nominationsdevelopment
from housingpartner
waitingfor
listE16 CLT is not found or LBN's
development procurement method creates 'arranged marriage' between CLT
07-Oct-20 and inappropriate partner with insufficient buy-in to CLT mission
Negotiation of land acquisition agreements becomes protracted and incurs
07-Oct-20 costly legal fees, creating delays and increased costs

C2
O2

Coordination of construction of CLT development with wider regeneration
E16
CLT does not
gainbecomes
Registered
Provider status
from
Regulator
of Social
construction
activity
excessively
complex
or the
costly
to manage,
Housing
inCLT
time
to act as
to the low cost rented units upon
07-Oct-20 inhibiting
delivery
orLandlord
affordability
07-Oct-20 completion

P5
P3

Newham Council does not commit to enabling CLT homes in Custom house, or
prevents viable delivery through unviable land value expectations, failing to
meet community expectations
E16 CLT has insufficient organisational capacity and infrastructure to
LBN
carriesdirect
out developer-led
of CLT homes, leading to
undertake
developmentprocurement
and housing management
unacceptably
lowprevents
levels of genuine
by community,
Leasehold
reform
intendedinvolvement
'genuinely affordable
leasehold
disenfranchising
CLT
members
and
wider
community,
opportunity
ownership in perpetuity' model being delivered leadingmissing
to housing
offer for
genuine
community-led
development,
and
delaying
CLT
delivery
by coupling it
rethink and delays and increased costs
with wider regeneration procurement

P1

07-Oct-20

O3

07-Oct-20

L3
P4

07-Oct-20
07-Oct-20

O1
D1
O4

Insufficient capacity and expertise within E16 CLT's leadership (staff, Board,
Project Board) to effectively progress the project to programme, govern the
and specification
exceed
construction budget, undermining
07-Oct-20 Design
organisation
and/or manage
risksviable
and relationships
07-Oct-20 viability
or affordability
Unsustainable
workload on volunteers and trustees of E16 CLT leads to burnout of key personnel, causing knowledge and skills to be lost and insufficient
07-Oct-20 resource in Board and Project Board(s)

T2

Nearby neighbours resist development on the grounds it unacceptably
07-Oct-20 damages their amenity or privacy, objecting to planning application

F4

Lending market to CLT for development and operational lending offers non07-Oct-20 competitive terms, challenging affordability and tenure mix intentions
Sales and rental values / success rates are affected by housing market
07-Oct-20 conditions leading to insufficient revenue on completion

D4
S1
S3

Design approach does not anticipate emerging changes to building regulations
and planning policy/London Plan requirements, especially with respect to fire
07-Oct-20 safety
and mitigation
zero carbon,
leading impact
to delays
redesign and construction
Flood risk
measures
oncaused
designby
complexity
07-Oct-20 cost, hampering affordability of homes and viability of scheme
07-Oct-20 Site access constraints increase complexity and cost of construction

R1
C1

Viable tenure
and
mix
does not
meet expectations
of E16
CLT
Contractor
fails
toaffordability
plan logistics,
working
methods
and neighbourly
relations
07-Oct-20 membership
andleading
wider community,
popular
support
for CLT
07-Oct-20
to high standard
to avoidableundermining
disruption for
local people
/businesses

F2

L1
R2

Lack of legislative clarity on applicability of 'Right to Acquire' to CLTs leads to
RtA applications from residents in CLT's social rented homes, undermining
the provision
of replacement
space on
07-Oct-20 Viability
core CLT challenges
principle ofprevent
'affordability
in perpetuity'
and assetcommunity
base
eg. Coolfin Road site, failing to meet CLT membership and wider community
07-Oct-20 expectations for community infrastructure as part of CLT business model

Assessment of Initial Risk
Probability Impact
Rating

4
5

3
5

12
25

3
4

4
5

12
20

3
5

Carry out site-specific searches, surveys and investigations early in project process
to anticipate
measures
allow programme-compliant
progress
As
P1, Newham
and CLTrequired
Allianceand
to partner
energetically and in good
faith toto be
12
20 made
develop CLT enabling strategy permitting meaningful commitments by council

4
4
4
3

5
4

20
12

4

4

16

2

5

10

4

4

16

4
2

4
5

16
10

3

5

15

5

2

10

2
3

5
5

10
15

3
2

5
5

15
10

3

5

15

3

3

9

3

5
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1

4

4

1
5
2

4
3
2

3
2

4
2

0
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Manager/Partner Live

Architect

Live

E16 CLT

Undergoing
Mitigation

Risk Owner

Risk Status

LB Newham and
E16 CLT

Undergoing
Mitigation
Live

Early and regular pre-application engagement with planners to ensure design,
density
and
approach
supported and
optimised
in response
As
P1 and
R3scale
to ensure
rapidismeaningful
progress
towards
delivery to planning
policy, site constraints and project viability
Newham
to
identify
development
procurement
and
CLT
selection
method
in in LB Newham and
CLT to draw up draft allocations principles for early engagement with
Newham,
collaboration
CLT Alliance,
development
approach
order to allowwith
sufficient
time foridentifying
detailed allocations
discussion
andguaranteeing
resolution
E16 CLT
genuine CLT
leadership.
E16 CLTframework
and CLT Alliance
to energetically
engage
and
LB Newham and
Newham
to refer
to established
s for disposal
of land for
community-led
assess potential
development
and arrive
at compatible
E16 CLT
housing
development
includingpartners
consideration
of GLA's
Small Siteoption(s)
Small Builders
E16 CLT
have agreed
the need toand
register
and begun
to research
theCLT,
registration
suite
of contract
documentation
long lease
arrangements.
E16
CLH London LB Newham and
process
and
ongoing
responsibilities.
CLT
to
identify
dedicated
Trustee
responsible
and wider CLT Alliance to proactively assist Newham in consideration of options
E16 CLT
for coordinating the registration process. Fall-back mitigation could be to lease low
As P4, Newham to procure CLT as Early Site distinct from and ahead of main
cost rented dwellings to existing community-led RP such as CDS Coops if registration
regeneration phases procurement, in order to accelerate CLT delivery to unlock
Development
is not achieved in time for first occupation of relevant dwellings. E16 CLT to engage
later phases thereby accelerating the programme overall
Manager/Partner
with GLA and Newham on their requirements
E16 CLT
Newham to promptly consider and agree CLT selection and land procurement
E16 CLT recognise these limitations in the short- to medium-term and have arrived
process with CLT Alliance; land value expectations for Custom House to be agreed
at a business model for initial project(s) which involves partnerships on
in response to E16 CLT proposals; Newham to promptly collaborate with CLT
development and housing management functions, with the expectation that the
Alliance on justification of land value
LB Newham
CLT will increase its capacity to consider undertak ing these functions over the
longer term pipeline
E16 CLT
Leasehold reform applies to houses but not flats. E16 CLT is proposing leasehold
houses for Custom House sites on a 'genuinely affordable ownership in perpetuity
Newham
to avoidneeded
developer-led
delivery
of CLT homes
by procuring CLThousing
sites
model'. Research
to confirm
any exemption
for community-led
E16 CLT
Viable tenure
mix ahead
to be determined
through robust
and realistic cost estimating
seperately
to and
of wider regeneration
phases
LB Newham
makCLT
ing sufficient
allowances
for contingencies,
inflation,programme
abnormals,to
professional
E16
to implement
Board development
and training
upsk ill newer
fees etc. and
Design
Brief sk
toills
begaps
developed
settingadditional
quality, sustainability,
Trustess
identify
for co-opting
specialist Trustees. E16 CLT
accommodation
spacedetailed
standards
in close
conformity
with
theCommunity
available budget.
to continue tak ingand
regular,
advice
from
London CLT
and
Led
Cost
plan
to
be
regularly
updated
and
formally
considered
asCompatible
part of stage
Housing London and housing sector advisors including Igloo.
'Gateway' approvals.
Cost efficiencies
to be proactively
identified
development
partner/manager
to be identified
and brought
on to and
teamimplemented
to enhance
throughout
project progress, safeguarding valued-added objectives and
Architect
capacity
andthe
k nowledge
E16
CLT and
economising elsewhere to ensure budget and brief adherence
Cost Consultant
E16 CLT and development team to engage honestly and transparently with site
As O1, implement volunteer and Board development plan and continue to
neighbours from early stage and throughout pre-development, planning and
fundraise sufficiently to employ suitable paid staff to mitigate burden on volunteers E16 CLT
construction process to ensure neighbours' legitimate concerns and aspirations are E16 CLT and
E16 CLT to mak e use of advisors' k nowledge of investment options and pros/cons
heard, meaningfully considered and responded to, as befits a genuinely community- Development
in development of project financial model. E16 CLT to investigate financing options
led process
Manager/Partner
via potential development partners. Newham to investigate grant funding or
E16 CLT housing model is 100% affordable both for ownership and rent, thereby
lending from Right to Buy receipts or HRA. Newham to investigate lending from
Development
minimising interaction with open mark et values and sales rates. Local demand for
Public Work s Loan Board to CLT delivery
Manager/Partner
low cost rent and genuinely affordable ownership is lik ely to vastly outstrip
Early engagement with local authority flood officer and Environment Agency to
provision possible on Custom House sites
E16 CLT
establish acceptable mitigation approaches, integrating with Newham's wider
Architect and
strategy for mitgiation within regeneration area, and need for hyfraulic flood
Professional
forwardrisk
brief
on potential
regulatoryDesign
and policy
from Planning
modelling
or team
other to
specialist
assessment
techniques.
teamchanges
to develop
outset
of
design
process
cost effective and space efficient design mitigations as required, including raising of Consultant

4
and
Coolfin
sites
15 Vandome
ground floor
above
flood
riskchosen
level for study by E16 CLT in part due to
4 E16
straightforward
siteassess
accessand
arrangements
and vacant/derelict
CLT to robustly
expertly model
viability optionsexisting
as part functions
of initial

feasibility
exercise
and ongoingly,
deliverable
housingand
affordability
E16 CLT and
development
team toestablishing
procure a suitably
experienced
compatible
offer;
E16 CLT toand
communicate
reasoning
forand
affordability/tenure
mix confidently
main contractor
ensure logistics,
quality
liaison requirements
are
12
and sensitively
toconstruction
membershipcontract
and wider
4 embedded
in the
andcommunity
managed/enforced on site
E16 CLT to robustly
assess and
expertly
model
viability options
as part
ofwhen
initial
Government
has confirmed
in writing
that
community-led
housing
even
feasibility
and ongoingly,
establishing
viable
provision
of non-residential
owned
by exercise
RPs is exempt
from 'Voluntary
Right to
Acquire'
initiative.
Right to Buy
space.
E16
CLTbecause
to investigate
additional
funding
opportunities
for by
community
shall
not
apply
the low
cost rented
homes
will be owned
the CLT not the
Dock
s Good
Growth. E16 CLT to avoid over0 infrastructure
local authority,including
thereby Royal
securing
them
in perpetuity
commitment to non-residential facilities until detailed business plan prepared and
12 funding model proven

R

Reputational

O

Operational / Organisational

Live
Live

F

Financial & Funding

Live
Live

L

Legal and Legislative

Live

D

Design & Construction Cost

Live
Live

S

Site(s)

Live
Undergoing
Mitigation

T

(Town) Planning

C

Construction

Development
Manager/Partner
Live
LB Newham
Live
Development
Manager/Partner
LB Newham
Architect
and
LB
Newham
and
Planning
E16
CLT
Consultant

Live
Live

Live
Live

Undergoing
Mitigation
Live
Live
Live
Live
Live

Live
Development
Architect
Live
Manager/Partner Live
Undergoing
Development
E16
CLT
Mitigation
Manager/Partner
Live

E16 CLT
E16 CLT

Risk Categories
P
Political and Relational

Closed
Undergoing
Mitigation

Appendix | Financial viability appraisal - Coolfin Road - Option 1: Policy Compliant Scheme
APPRAISAL SUMMARY

POINTE MICHEL

E16 CLT - Baseline
Option 1

Appraisal Summary for Phase 1 Coolfin Road

Units
11
5
6
22

m² Sales Rate m² Unit Price Gross Sales
945.00
6,703.70
575,909 6,335,000
342.00
1,859.98
127,222
636,112
324.00
5,728.00
309,312 1,855,872
1,611.00
8,826,984

Additional Revenue
GLA Grant - Coolfin Rd

668,000

NET REALISATION

668,000

OUTLAY

Stamp Duty
Effective Stamp Duty Rate
Agent Fee
Legal Fee
CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Construction
Coolfin Rd - Private Sale
Coolfin Rd - Social Rent
Coolfin Rd - Shared Ownership
Coolfin Rd - Community Space
Totals
Coolfin D&B Risk
Coolfin OH&P
Contingency
Coolfin Demolition
Coolfin Preliminaries
Coolfin Services
Coolfin Shared Garden
Coolfin Private Gardens
Coolfin External Deck Access
Coolfin S106
Coolfin Mayoral & Borough CIL

644,052
22,203

3.45%
1.00%
0.50%

m² Build Rate m²
1,050.00
2,313.86
380.00
2,313.86
360.00
2,313.86
128.00
800.00
1,918.00 m²
5.00%

6,441
3,220

Cost
2,429,553
879,267
832,990
102,400
4,244,209
93,189
326,163
288,888
50,000
698,921
54,000
174,375
16,900
120,000
33,000
89,166

11.00 un

12.00%

509,305

800.00 /un

8,800

DISPOSAL FEES
Sales - Private
Sales Legal Fee

1.50%
0.50%

95,025
44,135

Additional Costs
Dev. Management Fee

2.50%

106,105

FINANCE
Debit Rate 7.000%, Credit Rate 0.000% (Nominal)
Land
Construction
Other
Total Finance Cost

9,494,984

ACQUISITION COSTS
Residualised Price

POINTE MICHEL

E16 CLT - Baseline
Option 1
All Professional Fees

MARKETING & LETTING
Marketing

Currency in £
REVENUE
Sales Valuation
Coolfin Rd - Private Sale
Coolfin Rd - Social Rent
Coolfin Rd - Shared Ownership
Totals

APPRAISAL SUMMARY

67,135
245,623
37,653

TOTAL COSTS

139,160

106,105

350,411

1,516,476

Performance Measures
Profit on Cost%
Profit on GDV%
Profit on NDV%

31,863

8,800

7,978,508

PROFIT

644,052

509,305

IRR% (with Interest)
Profit Erosion (finance rate 7.000)

19.01%
17.18%
17.18%
25.36%
2 yrs 6 mths

6,188,811

PROFESSIONAL FEES
Project: Final November 2020\E16 CLT Option 1 Baseline RLV 091120.wcfx
ARGUS Developer Version: 8.20.003

Date: 11/9/2020

Project: Final November 2020\E16 CLT Option 1 Baseline RLV 091120.wcfx
ARGUS Developer Version: 8.20.003

Date: 11/9/2020
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Appendix | Financial viability appraisal - Vandome Close - Option 1: Policy Compliant Scheme
APPRAISAL SUMMARY

POINTE MICHEL

E16 CLT - Baseline
Option 1

Appraisal Summary for Phase 2 Vandome Close
Currency in £
REVENUE
Sales Valuation
Vandome Cl - Private Sale
Vandome Cl - Social Rent
Vandome Cl - Shared Ownership
Totals

Units
12
6
5
23

m² Sales Rate m² Unit Price Gross Sales
1,062.00
6,770.24
599,167 7,190,000
399.60
1,769.15
117,826
706,954
225.00
5,954.20
267,939 1,339,695
1,686.60
9,236,649

Additional Revenue
GLA Grant - Vandome Cl

740,000

NET REALISATION

740,000
9,976,649

APPRAISAL SUMMARY

E16 CLT - Baseline
Option 1
MARKETING & LETTING
Marketing

800.00 /un

9,600

DISPOSAL FEES
Sales - Private
Sales Legal Fee

1.50%
0.50%

107,850
46,183

Additional Costs
Dev. Management Fee

2.50%

102,037

TOTAL COSTS

ACQUISITION COSTS
Residualised Price

PROFIT

Stamp Duty
Effective Stamp Duty Rate
Agent Fee
Legal Fee
CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Construction
Vandome Cl - Private Sale
Vandome Cl - Social Rent
Vandome Cl - Shared Ownership
Vandome Cl- Cafe
Totals
Vandome D&B Risk
Vandome OH&P
Contingency
Vandome Demolition
Vandome Preliminaries
Vandome Private Gardens
Vandome Services
Vandome S106
Vandome Mayoral & Borough CIL
PROFESSIONAL FEES
All Professional Fees

69,618

5.53%
1.00%
0.50%

m² Build Rate m²
1,180.00
2,113.87
480.00
2,113.87
250.00
2,113.87
55.00
800.00
1,965.00 m²
5.00%

12,587
6,293

Cost
2,494,367
1,014,658
528,467
44,000
4,081,492
87,310
305,588
270,663
70,000
654,832
163,048
51,000
36,000
124,489

12.00%

Project: Final November 2020\E16 CLT Option 1 Baseline RLV 091120.wcfx
ARGUS Developer Version: 8.20.003

489,779

1,258,685

88,499

12.00 un

FINANCE
Debit Rate 7.000%, Credit Rate 0.000% (Nominal)
Land
Construction
Other
Total Finance Cost

OUTLAY
1,258,685

POINTE MICHEL

135,139
207,974
44,205

154,033

102,037

387,317
8,334,373
1,642,276

Performance Measures
Profit on Cost%
Profit on GDV%
Profit on NDV%

19.70%
17.78%
17.78%

IRR% (with Interest)

24.82%

Profit Erosion (finance rate 7.000)

9,600

2 yrs 7 mths

5,844,422

489,779
Date: 11/9/2020
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Project: Final November 2020\E16 CLT Option 1 Baseline RLV 091120.wcfx
ARGUS Developer Version: 8.20.003

Date: 11/9/2020

Appendix | Financial viability appraisal - Merged - Option 1: Policy Compliant Scheme
APPRAISAL SUMMARY

POINTE MICHEL

E16 CLT - Baseline
Option 1

Appraisal Summary for Merged Phases 1 2
Currency in £
REVENUE
Sales Valuation
Coolfin Rd - Private Sale
Coolfin Rd - Social Rent
Coolfin Rd - Shared Ownership
Vandome Cl - Private Sale
Vandome Cl - Social Rent
Vandome Cl - Shared Ownership
Totals

Units
11
5
6
12
6
5
45

m² Sales Rate m² Unit Price Gross Sales
945.00
6,703.70
575,909 6,335,000
342.00
1,859.98
127,222
636,112
324.00
5,728.00
309,312 1,855,872
1,062.00
6,770.24
599,167 7,190,000
399.60
1,769.15
117,826
706,954
225.00
5,954.20
267,939 1,339,695
3,297.60
18,063,633

Additional Revenue
GLA Grant - Coolfin Rd
GLA Grant - Vandome Cl

668,000
740,000

NET REALISATION

MARKETING & LETTING
Marketing

1,408,000

OUTLAY

Stamp Duty
Effective Stamp Duty Rate
Agent Fee
Legal Fee
CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Construction
Coolfin Rd - Private Sale
Coolfin Rd - Social Rent
Coolfin Rd - Shared Ownership
Coolfin Rd - Community Space
Vandome Cl - Private Sale
Vandome Cl - Social Rent
Vandome Cl - Shared Ownership
Vandome Cl- Cafe
Totals
Coolfin D&B Risk
Coolfin OH&P
Contingency
Vandome D&B Risk
Vandome OH&P
Coolfin Demolition

1,902,738
91,821

4.83%
1.00%
0.50%

m² Build Rate m²
1,050.00
2,313.86
380.00
2,313.86
360.00
2,313.86
128.00
800.00
1,180.00
2,113.87
480.00
2,113.87
250.00
2,113.87
55.00
800.00
3,883.00 m²
5.00%

19,027
9,514

1,902,738

70,000
698,921
54,000
174,375
16,900
120,000
654,832
163,048
51,000
33,000
89,166
36,000
124,489

23.00 un

12.00%

999,084

800.00 /un

18,400

DISPOSAL FEES
Sales - Private
Sales Legal Fee

1.50%
0.50%

202,875
90,318

Additional Costs
Dev. Management Fee
Dev. Management Fee

2.50%
2.50%

106,105
102,037

FINANCE
Debit Rate 7.000%, Credit Rate 0.000% (Nominal)
Total Finance Cost

120,362

999,084
18,400

293,193

208,143

16,296,168

PROFIT

3,175,465

Performance Measures
Profit on Cost%
Profit on GDV%
Profit on NDV%

19.49%
17.58%
17.58%

IRR% (with Interest)

25.20%

Profit Erosion (finance rate 7.000)

Date: 11/9/2020

12,033,233

721,015

TOTAL COSTS

Cost
2,429,553
879,267
832,990
102,400
2,494,367
1,014,658
528,467
44,000
8,325,701
93,189
326,163
559,551
87,310
305,588
50,000

Project: Final November 2020\E16 CLT Option 1 Baseline RLV 091120.wcfx
ARGUS Developer Version: 8.20.003

POINTE MICHEL

E16 CLT - Baseline
Option 1
Vandome Demolition
Coolfin Preliminaries
Coolfin Services
Coolfin Shared Garden
Coolfin Private Gardens
Coolfin External Deck Access
Vandome Preliminaries
Vandome Private Gardens
Vandome Services
Coolfin S106
Coolfin Mayoral & Borough CIL
Vandome S106
Vandome Mayoral & Borough CIL

PROFESSIONAL FEES
All Professional Fees

19,471,633

ACQUISITION COSTS
Residualised Price

APPRAISAL SUMMARY

2 yrs 7 mths

Project: Final November 2020\E16 CLT Option 1 Baseline RLV 091120.wcfx
ARGUS Developer Version: 8.20.003

Date: 11/9/2020
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Appendix | Financial viability appraisal - Coolfin Road - Option 2a CLT Fixed Equity
APPRAISAL SUMMARY

POINTE MICHEL

E16 CLT
Option 2a
100% Median Income Ownership

Appraisal Summary for Phase 1 Coolfin Road
Currency in £
REVENUE
Sales Valuation
Coolfin Rd - FE

Units
22

m² Sales Rate m² Unit Price Gross Sales
1,611.00
3,335.10
244,221 5,372,854

Additional Revenue
Grant - Coolfin Rd

1,144,000

NET REALISATION

CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Construction
Coolfin Rd - FE
Coolfin Rd - Community Space
Totals
Coolfin D&B Risk
Coolfin OH&P
Contingency
Coolfin Demolition
Coolfin Preliminaries
Coolfin Services
Coolfin Shared Garden
Coolfin Private Gardens
Coolfin External Deck Access
S106
PROFESSIONAL FEES
All Professional Fees
DISPOSAL FEES
Coolfin FE Sales Cost
Sales Legal Fee

22.00 un

106,105

(60,282)
189,819
40,132

(991,645)

106,105

169,668
5,979,569
537,285

Performance Measures
Profit on Cost%
Profit on GDV%
Profit on NDV%

8.99%
10.00%
10.00%

IRR% (with Interest)

28.59%
1 yr 3 mths

Cost
4,141,809
102,400
4,244,209 4,244,209

1,500.00 /un

93,189
326,163
267,920
50,000
698,921
54,000
174,375
16,900
120,000
33,000

12.00%

509,305

1.50%
0.50%

80,593
26,864

5.00%

2.50%

FINANCE
Debit Rate 7.000%, Credit Rate 0.000% (Nominal)
Land
Construction
Other
Total Finance Cost

Profit Erosion (finance rate 7.000)
m² Build Rate m²
1,790.00
2,313.86
128.00
800.00
1,918.00 m²

POINTE MICHEL

PROFIT

1,144,000

OUTLAY
(991,645)

E16 CLT
Option 2a
100% Median Income Ownership
Dev. Management Fee

TOTAL COSTS

6,516,854

ACQUISITION COSTS
Residualised Price (Negative land)

APPRAISAL SUMMARY

1,834,468

509,305

107,457

Additional Costs
Project: Final November 2020\E16 CLT Option 2A 49% OMV FE 091120.wcfx
ARGUS Developer Version: 8.20.003

Date: 11/9/2020
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Project: Final November 2020\E16 CLT Option 2A 49% OMV FE 091120.wcfx
ARGUS Developer Version: 8.20.003

Date: 11/9/2020

Appendix | Financial viability appraisal - Vandome Close - Option 2a CLT Fixed Equity
APPRAISAL SUMMARY

POINTE MICHEL

E16 CLT
Option 2a
100% Median Income Ownership

Appraisal Summary for Phase 2 Vandome Close
Currency in £
REVENUE
Sales Valuation
Vandome Cl - FE

Units
23

m² Sales Rate m² Unit Price Gross Sales
1,719.00
3,250.33
242,927 5,587,317

Additional Revenue
Grant - Vandome Cl

1,196,000

NET REALISATION

1,196,000

CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Construction
Vandome Cl - FE
Vandome Cl- Cafe
Totals
Vandome D&B Risk
Vandome OH&P
Contingency
Vandome Demolition
Vandome Preliminaries
Vandome Private Gardens
Vandome Services
S106

m² Build Rate m²
1,910.00
2,114.00
55.00
800.00
1,965.00 m²

1,500.00 /un

PROFESSIONAL FEES
All Professional Fees

12.00%

489,809

DISPOSAL FEES
Vandome FE Sales Costs
Sales Legal Fee

1.50%
0.50%

83,810
27,937

Additional Costs
Dev. Management Fee

2.50%

102,043

23.00 un

6,224,585
558,732

IRR% (with Interest)
(358,038)

179,976

Profit Erosion (finance rate 7.000)

8.98%
10.00%
10.00%
21.58%
1 yr 3 mths

Cost
4,037,740
44,000
4,081,740 4,081,740
87,310
305,588
251,031
70,000
654,832
163,048
51,000
34,500

5.00%

(22,959)
166,769
36,166

TOTAL COSTS

Performance Measures
Profit on Cost%
Profit on GDV%
Profit on NDV%

OUTLAY
(358,038)

POINTE MICHEL

E16 CLT
Option 2a
100% Median Income Ownership
FINANCE
Debit Rate 7.000%, Credit Rate 0.000% (Nominal)
Land
Construction
Other
Total Finance Cost

PROFIT

6,783,317

ACQUISITION COSTS
Residualised Price (Negative land)

APPRAISAL SUMMARY

Project: Final November 2020\E16 CLT Option 2A 49% OMV FE 091120.wcfx
ARGUS Developer Version: 8.20.003

1,617,309

489,809

111,746

102,043
Date: 11/9/2020

Project: Final November 2020\E16 CLT Option 2A 49% OMV FE 091120.wcfx
ARGUS Developer Version: 8.20.003

Date: 11/9/2020
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Appendix | Financial viability appraisal - Merged - Option 2a CLT Fixed Equity
APPRAISAL SUMMARY

POINTE MICHEL

E16 CLT
Option 2a
100% Median Income Ownership

Appraisal Summary for Merged Phases 1 2
Currency in £
REVENUE
Sales Valuation
Coolfin Rd - FE
Vandome Cl - FE
Totals

Units
22
23
45

m² Sales Rate m² Unit Price Gross Sales
1,611.00
3,335.10
244,221 5,372,854
1,719.00
3,250.33
242,927 5,587,317
3,330.00
10,960,171

Additional Revenue
Grant - Coolfin Rd
Grant - Vandome Cl

1,144,000
1,196,000

NET REALISATION

2,340,000
13,300,171

Coolfin D&B Risk
Coolfin OH&P
Contingency
Vandome D&B Risk
Vandome OH&P
Coolfin Demolition
Vandome Demolition
Coolfin Preliminaries
Coolfin Services
Coolfin Shared Garden
Coolfin Private Gardens
Coolfin External Deck Access
Vandome Preliminaries
Vandome Private Gardens
Vandome Services
S106

3,451,777

PROFESSIONAL FEES
All Professional Fees

12.00%

999,114

DISPOSAL FEES
Coolfin FE Sales Cost
Vandome FE Sales Costs
Sales Legal Fee

1.50%
1.50%
0.50%

80,593
83,810
54,801

Additional Costs
Dev. Management Fee
Dev. Management Fee

2.50%
2.50%

106,105
102,043

(1,349,683)

m² Build Rate m²
1,790.00
2,313.86
128.00
800.00
1,910.00
2,114.00
55.00
800.00
3,883.00 m²

5.00%

45.00 un

1,500.00 /un

Cost
4,141,809
102,400
4,037,740
44,000
8,325,949

Performance Measures
Profit on Cost%
Profit on GDV%
Profit on NDV%
IRR% (with Interest)
8,325,949

Profit Erosion (finance rate 7.000)

219,203

208,149

12,179,149

PROFIT

(1,349,683)

999,114

324,639

TOTAL COSTS

ACQUISITION COSTS
Residualised Price (Negative land)

Coolfin Rd - FE
Coolfin Rd - Community Space
Vandome Cl - FE
Vandome Cl- Cafe
Totals

POINTE MICHEL

E16 CLT
Option 2a
100% Median Income Ownership

FINANCE
Debit Rate 7.000%, Credit Rate 0.000% (Nominal)
Total Finance Cost

OUTLAY

CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Construction

APPRAISAL SUMMARY

1,121,022
9.20%
10.23%
10.23%
24.98%
1 yr 3 mths

93,189
326,163
518,951
87,310
305,588
50,000
70,000
698,921
54,000
174,375
16,900
120,000
654,832
163,048
51,000
67,500

Project: Final November 2020\E16 CLT Option 2A 49% OMV FE 091120.wcfx
ARGUS Developer Version: 8.20.003
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Appendix | Financial viability appraisal - Coolfin Road - Option 2b Leaseholder Fixed Equity & Social Rent
APPRAISAL SUMMARY

POINTE MICHEL

E16 CLT
Option 2b
Leaseholder Fixed Equity & 30% Social Rent on Vandome Close

Appraisal Summary for Phase 1 Coolfin Road
Currency in £
REVENUE
Sales Valuation
Coolfin Rd - FE

Units
22

m² Sales Rate m² Unit Price Gross Sales
1,611.00
3,947.86
289,091 6,360,000

Additional Revenue
Grant - Coolfin Rd

1,144,000

NET REALISATION

CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Construction
Coolfin Rd - FE
Coolfin Rd - Community Space
Totals
Coolfin D&B Risk
Coolfin OH&P
Contingency
Coolfin Demolition
Coolfin Preliminaries
Coolfin Services
Coolfin Shared Garden
Coolfin Private Gardens
Coolfin External Deck Access
S106
PROFESSIONAL FEES
All Professional Fees
DISPOSAL FEES
Coolfin FE Sales Cost
Sales Legal Fee

FINANCE
Debit Rate 7.000%, Credit Rate 0.000% (Nominal)
Land
Construction
Other
Total Finance Cost

(177,777)

22.00 un

106,105

224,489
6,868,000
636,000

9.26%
10.00%
10.00%

IRR% (with Interest)

18.75%
1 yr 3 mths

Cost
4,141,809
102,400
4,244,209 4,244,209

1,500.00 /un

93,189
326,163
267,920
50,000
698,921
54,000
174,375
16,900
120,000
33,000

12.00%

509,305

1.50%
0.50%

95,400
31,800

5.00%

106,105

(12,835)
189,819
47,505

Performance Measures
Profit on Cost%
Profit on GDV%
Profit on NDV%

Profit Erosion (finance rate 7.000)
m² Build Rate m²
1,790.00
2,313.86
128.00
800.00
1,918.00 m²

POINTE MICHEL

PROFIT

1,144,000

OUTLAY
(177,777)

E16 CLT
Option 2b
Leaseholder Fixed Equity & 30% Social Rent on Vandome Close
Dev. Management Fee
2.50%

TOTAL COSTS

7,504,000

ACQUISITION COSTS
Residualised Price (Negative land)

APPRAISAL SUMMARY

1,834,468

509,305

127,200

Additional Costs
Project: Final November 2020\E16 CLT Option 2B 58% OMV FE 091120.wcfx
ARGUS Developer Version: 8.20.003

Date: 11/9/2020
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Appendix | Financial viability appraisal - Vandome Close - Option 2b Leaseholder Fixed Equity & Social Rent
APPRAISAL SUMMARY

POINTE MICHEL

E16 CLT
Option 2b
Leaseholder Fixed Equity & 30% Social Rent on Vandome Close

Appraisal Summary for Phase 2 Vandome Close

Units
16
7
23

m² Sales Rate m² Unit Price Gross Sales
1,317.60
3,825.14
315,000 5,040,000
401.40
1,992.72
114,268
799,878
1,719.00
5,839,878

Additional Revenue
Grant - Vandome Cl

1,532,000

NET REALISATION

Agent Fee
Legal Fee

1.00%
0.50%

2,136
1,068

m² Build Rate m²
1,464.00
2,114.00
55.00
800.00
446.00
2,114.00
1,965.00 m²

1,500.00 /un

Cost
3,094,896
44,000
942,844
4,081,740
87,310
305,588
251,031
70,000
654,832
163,048
51,000
34,500

PROFESSIONAL FEES
All Professional Fees

12.00%

489,809

DISPOSAL FEES
Vandome FE Sales Costs
Sales Legal Fee

1.50%
0.50%

75,600
29,199

CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Construction
Vandome Cl - FE
Vandome Cl- Cafe
Vandome Cl - SR
Totals
Vandome D&B Risk
Vandome OH&P
Contingency
Vandome Demolition
Vandome Preliminaries
Vandome Private Gardens
Vandome Services
S106

5.00%

23.00 un

Project: Final November 2020\E16 CLT Option 2B 58% OMV FE 091120.wcfx
ARGUS Developer Version: 8.20.003

78,472

15,670
145,310
38,008

213,568

198,989

583,988

Performance Measures
Profit on Cost%
Profit on GDV%
Profit on NDV%

8.60%
10.00%
10.00%

IRR% (with Interest)

18.76%

Profit Erosion (finance rate 7.000)

3,204

78,472

6,787,890

PROFIT

1,532,000

OUTLAY
213,568

2.50%

FINANCE
Debit Rate 7.000%, Credit Rate 0.000% (Nominal)
Land
Construction
Other
Total Finance Cost
TOTAL COSTS

7,371,878

ACQUISITION COSTS
Residualised Price

POINTE MICHEL

E16 CLT
Option 2b
Leaseholder Fixed Equity & 30% Social Rent on Vandome Close

Additional Costs
Dev. Management Fee

Currency in £
REVENUE
Sales Valuation
Vandome Cl - FE
Vandome Cl - SR
Totals

APPRAISAL SUMMARY

1 yr 2 mths

5,699,049

489,809

104,799
Date: 11/9/2020
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Appendix | Financial viability appraisal - Merged - Option 2b leaseholder fixed equity & social rent
APPRAISAL SUMMARY

POINTE MICHEL

E16 CLT
Option 2b
Leaseholder Fixed Equity & 30% Social Rent on Vandome Close

Appraisal Summary for Merged Phases 1 2
Currency in £
REVENUE
Sales Valuation
Coolfin Rd - FE
Vandome Cl - FE
Vandome Cl - SR
Totals

Units
22
16
7
45

m² Sales Rate m² Unit Price Gross Sales
1,611.00
3,947.86
289,091 6,360,000
1,317.60
3,825.14
315,000 5,040,000
401.40
1,992.72
114,268
799,878
3,330.00
12,199,878

Additional Revenue
Grant - Coolfin Rd
Grant - Vandome Cl

1,144,000
1,532,000

NET REALISATION

2,676,000
14,875,878

Agent Fee
Legal Fee
CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Construction
Coolfin Rd - FE
Coolfin Rd - Community Space
Vandome Cl - FE
Vandome Cl- Cafe
Vandome Cl - SR
Totals
Coolfin D&B Risk
Coolfin OH&P
Contingency
Vandome D&B Risk
Vandome OH&P
Coolfin Demolition
Vandome Demolition
Coolfin Preliminaries
Coolfin Services
Coolfin Shared Garden
Coolfin Private Gardens
Coolfin External Deck Access

213,568
(177,777)
1.00%
0.50%

2,136
1,068

m² Build Rate m²
1,790.00
2,313.86
128.00
800.00
1,464.00
2,114.00
55.00
800.00
446.00
2,114.00
3,883.00 m²

Cost
4,141,809
102,400
3,094,896
44,000
942,844
8,325,949
93,189
326,163
518,951
87,310
305,588
50,000
70,000
698,921
54,000
174,375
16,900
120,000

5.00%

Project: Final November 2020\E16 CLT Option 2B 58% OMV FE 091120.wcfx
ARGUS Developer Version: 8.20.003

POINTE MICHEL

E16 CLT
Option 2b
Leaseholder Fixed Equity & 30% Social Rent on Vandome Close
Vandome Preliminaries
Vandome Private Gardens
Vandome Services
S106
45.00 un 1,500.00 /un

654,832
163,048
51,000
67,500

PROFESSIONAL FEES
All Professional Fees

12.00%

999,114

DISPOSAL FEES
Coolfin FE Sales Cost
Vandome FE Sales Costs
Sales Legal Fee

1.50%
1.50%
0.50%

95,400
75,600
60,999

Additional Costs
Dev. Management Fee
Dev. Management Fee

2.50%
2.50%

106,105
78,472

FINANCE
Debit Rate 7.000%, Credit Rate 0.000% (Nominal)
Total Finance Cost

OUTLAY
ACQUISITION COSTS
Residualised Price
Residualised Price (Negative land)

APPRAISAL SUMMARY

184,578

1,238,754

Performance Measures
Profit on Cost%
Profit on GDV%
Profit on NDV%
IRR% (with Interest)
Profit Erosion (finance rate 7.000)

Date: 11/9/2020

231,999

13,637,124

PROFIT

3,204

999,114

404,712

TOTAL COSTS

35,791

11,777,727

9.08%
10.15%
10.15%
19.06%
1 yr 3 mths

Project: Final November 2020\E16 CLT Option 2B 58% OMV FE 091120.wcfx
ARGUS Developer Version: 8.20.003
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Appendix | Financial viability appraisal - Coolfin Road - Option 3 Social Rent
APPRAISAL SUMMARY

POINTE MICHEL

E16 CLT
Option 3
100% Social Rented

Appraisal Summary for Phase 1 Coolfin Road
Currency in £
REVENUE
Sales Valuation
Coolfin Rd - Social Rent

Units
22

m² Sales Rate m² Unit Price Gross Sales
1,611.00
1,868.45
136,821 3,010,071

Additional Revenue
Grant - Coolfin Rd
Additional Grant - Coolfin Rd

2,200,000
1,861,336

NET REALISATION

Agent Fee
Legal Fee
CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Construction
Coolfin Rd - Social Rent
Coolfin Rd - Community Space
Totals
Coolfin D&B Risk
Coolfin OH&P
Contingency
Coolfin Demolition
Coolfin Preliminaries
Coolfin Services
Coolfin Shared Garden
Coolfin Private Gardens
Coolfin External Deck Access
S106
PROFESSIONAL FEES
All Professional Fees
DISPOSAL FEES
Sales Legal Fee

1.00%
0.50%

0
0

m² Build Rate m²
1,790.00
2,313.86
128.00
800.00
1,918.00 m²

1,500.00 /un

Cost
4,141,809
102,400
4,244,209
93,189
326,163
267,920
50,000
698,921
54,000
174,375
16,900
120,000
33,000

12.00%

509,305

0.50%

15,050

5.00%

22.00 un

Project: Final November 2020\E16 CLT Option 3 All SR 091120.wcfx
ARGUS Developer Version: 8.20.003

POINTE MICHEL

2.50%

FINANCE
Debit Rate 7.000%, Credit Rate 0.000% (Nominal)
Land
Construction
Other
Total Finance Cost

Performance Measures
Profit on Cost%
Profit on GDV%
Profit on NDV%

1

IRR% (with Interest)
Profit Erosion (finance rate 7.000)

0

106,105

0
47,168
14,093

106,105

61,261
6,770,400

PROFIT

4,061,336

OUTLAY
1

E16 CLT
Option 3
100% Social Rented
Additional Costs
Dev. Management Fee

TOTAL COSTS

7,071,407

ACQUISITION COSTS
Residualised Price

APPRAISAL SUMMARY

301,007
4.45%
10.00%
10.00%
N/A
7 mths

6,078,678

509,305
15,050

Date: 11/9/2020
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Appendix | Financial viability appraisal - Vandome Close - Option 3 Social Rent
APPRAISAL SUMMARY

POINTE MICHEL

E16 CLT
Option 3
100% Social Rented

Appraisal Summary for Phase 2 Vandome Close
Currency in £
REVENUE
Sales Valuation
Vandome Cl - Social Rent

Units
23

m² Sales Rate m² Unit Price Gross Sales
1,719.00
1,850.28
138,289 3,180,639

Additional Revenue
Grant - Vandome Cl
Additional Grant - Vandome Cl

2,300,000
1,200,300

NET REALISATION

Agent Fee
Legal Fee

1.00%
0.50%

0
0

m² Build Rate m²
1,910.00
2,114.00
55.00
800.00
1,965.00 m²

1,500.00 /un

Cost
4,037,740
44,000
4,081,740
87,310
305,588
251,031
70,000
654,832
163,048
51,000
34,500

12.00%

489,809

DISPOSAL FEES
Sales Legal Fee

0.50%

15,903

Additional Costs
Dev. Management Fee

2.50%

102,043

PROFESSIONAL FEES
All Professional Fees

5.00%

23.00 un

Project: Final November 2020\E16 CLT Option 3 All SR 091120.wcfx
ARGUS Developer Version: 8.20.003

0
56,068

TOTAL COSTS

Profit Erosion (finance rate 7.000)

2

56,068
6,362,875
318,064

IRR% (with Interest)
2

102,043

FINANCE
Debit Rate 7.000%, Credit Rate 0.000% (Nominal)
Land
Construction
Total Finance Cost

Performance Measures
Profit on Cost%
Profit on GDV%
Profit on NDV%

3,500,300
6,680,939

ACQUISITION COSTS
Residualised Price

POINTE MICHEL

E16 CLT
Option 3
100% Social Rented

PROFIT

OUTLAY

CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Construction
Vandome Cl - Social Rent
Vandome Cl- Cafe
Totals
Vandome D&B Risk
Vandome OH&P
Contingency
Vandome Demolition
Vandome Preliminaries
Vandome Private Gardens
Vandome Services
S106

APPRAISAL SUMMARY

5.00%
10.00%
10.00%
Out of Range
8 mths

0

5,699,049

489,809
15,903

Date: 11/9/2020
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Appendix | Financial viability appraisal - Merged - Option 3 Social Rent
APPRAISAL SUMMARY

POINTE MICHEL

E16 CLT
Option 3
100% Social Rented

Appraisal Summary for Merged Phases 1 2
Currency in £
REVENUE
Sales Valuation
Coolfin Rd - Social Rent
Vandome Cl - Social Rent
Totals

Units
22
23
45

m² Sales Rate m² Unit Price Gross Sales
1,611.00
1,868.45
136,821 3,010,071
1,719.00
1,850.28
138,289 3,180,639
3,330.00
6,190,710

Additional Revenue
Grant - Coolfin Rd
Additional Grant - Coolfin Rd
Grant - Vandome Cl
Additional Grant - Vandome Cl

2,200,000
1,861,336
2,300,000
1,200,300

NET REALISATION

13,752,346

POINTE MICHEL

45.00 un

PROFESSIONAL FEES
All Professional Fees

1,500.00 /un

163,048
51,000
67,500

12.00%

999,114

DISPOSAL FEES
Sales Legal Fee

0.50%

30,954

Additional Costs
Dev. Management Fee
Dev. Management Fee

2.50%
2.50%

106,105
102,043

3
1.00%
0.50%

0
0

m² Build Rate m²
1,790.00
2,313.86
128.00
800.00
1,910.00
2,114.00
55.00
800.00
3,883.00 m²

Cost
4,141,809
102,400
4,037,740
44,000
8,325,949
93,189
326,163
518,951
87,310
305,588
50,000
70,000
698,921
54,000
174,375
16,900
120,000
654,832

5.00%

Project: Final November 2020\E16 CLT Option 3 All SR 091120.wcfx
ARGUS Developer Version: 8.20.003

Performance Measures
Profit on Cost%
Profit on GDV%
Profit on NDV%

0

IRR% (with Interest)
Profit Erosion (finance rate 7.000)

Date: 11/9/2020
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999,114
30,954

208,149

13,113,628

PROFIT
3

11,777,727

97,681

TOTAL COSTS

ACQUISITION COSTS
Residualised Price

CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Construction
Coolfin Rd - Social Rent
Coolfin Rd - Community Space
Vandome Cl - Social Rent
Vandome Cl- Cafe
Totals
Coolfin D&B Risk
Coolfin OH&P
Contingency
Vandome D&B Risk
Vandome OH&P
Coolfin Demolition
Vandome Demolition
Coolfin Preliminaries
Coolfin Services
Coolfin Shared Garden
Coolfin Private Gardens
Coolfin External Deck Access
Vandome Preliminaries

E16 CLT
Option 3
100% Social Rented
Vandome Private Gardens
Vandome Services
S106

FINANCE
Debit Rate 7.000%, Credit Rate 0.000% (Nominal)
Total Finance Cost

7,561,636

OUTLAY

Agent Fee
Legal Fee

APPRAISAL SUMMARY

638,718
4.87%
10.32%
10.32%
Out of Range
8 mths

Project: Final November 2020\E16 CLT Option 3 All SR 091120.wcfx
ARGUS Developer Version: 8.20.003
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Appendix | Valuation basis for median income ownership tenure

Shared Equity Model - E16 CLT

06/10/2020

Brief:
Median income in Newham (2019):
Annual Wage Inflation Newham:
Long-term CPI:
Mortgage x Salary:
Annual House Price Inflation Newham
% of New Build OMV for Existing Dwellings on Estate:
New Build OMV
- 1 bed
- 2 bed
- 3 bed
- 4 bed
Year
London CLT Sales Model
- 1 bed
- 2 bed
- 3 bed
- 4 bed
AVERAGE
Shared Equity Model
- 1 bed
- 2 bed
- 3 bed
- 4 bed
AVERAGE

make the units affordable to local people on
local incomes
£32,250
1.5% *Estimate
2%
5.00
2% *Estimate
58% *Estimate
Incomes
£340,000
1.00
£445,000
1.33
£550,000
1.67
£650,000
2.00
1

CLT Value
£161,250
£214,463
£269,288
£322,500
£241,875
SE Value
£197,200
£258,100
£319,000
£377,000
£287,825

OMV
% OMV
£340,000
47%
£445,000
48%
£550,000
49%
£650,000
50%
49%
OMV
£340,000
£445,000
£550,000
£650,000
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Appendix | Draft MoU between LB Newham and CLT Alliance
DRAFT

DRAFT

Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)

3.3. Be ready to act as equal partners in any given initiative given the collective experience of
community work and development across the Parties.

between

3.4. Not to disparage or talk down to each other.

the London Borough of Newham

3.5. The Parties recognise the Governance and other obligations each Party is subject to.

and
4. Responsibilities to be delivered by the CLT Alliance

the CLT Alliance

4.1. To draw up and provide to LBN a Partnership Agreement (‘PA’) between Newham Citizens,
E16 CLT and London CLT that records the relationship of the CLT Alliance. The PA will:

in relation to the realisation of Community Land Trust (CLT) homes
in the London Borough of Newham

4.1.1. Describe the structure and functioning of the Partnership at the pre-development,
development and post-development stages.

This Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) describes how the Parties will work together to
meaningfully investigate the provision of genuinely and perpetually affordable Community Land
Trust (CLT) homes in the London Borough of Newham.

4.1.2. Define a single communication line to and from the CLT Alliance.
4.1.3. Present the decision-making process all Parties within the CLT Alliance will conform
to.

1. The Parties:

4.1.4. For the avoidance of doubt this MoU shall not preclude other community led
housing initiatives coming forwards in the borough.

(A) Newham Citizens, E16 Community Land Trust (E16 CLT) including the partnership with
the People’s Empowerment Alliance for Custom House (PEACH), and London Community
Land Trust (London CLT), the (‘CLT Alliance’)

4.2. To present a ‘Statement of Competence’. The purpose of which is to confirm to LBN that
the CLT Alliance enjoys and has access to sufficient competence to be determined to be a
reliable and capable partner in achieving ‘The Purpose’ of this MoU.

(B) and the London Borough of Newham (‘LBN’)

4.2.1. The Statement of Competence will be considered to be valid upon express and
written approval by LBN.

2. The Purpose:
2.1. To describe the joint understanding (‘MoU’) of how the Parties will work together to
meaningfully explore the provision of Community Land Trusts (‘CLTs’) in Newham.

4.2.2. For the avoidance of doubt the Statement of Competence shall not replace a
business case to be developed by the CLT Alliance for specific project proposals.

2.2. To describe the expectations the Parties have of one another in respect of the activities
covered by this MoU.

4.3. To present a ‘Mandate’ in written form. The purpose of which is to confirm to LBN that the
CLT Alliance enjoys the mandate of a sufficient portion of the ‘community’ in Newham so as
to be considered the appropriate partner in the exploration of CLTs.

2.3. This document is not intended to form a legal contract.

4.3.1. The Mandate will be considered to be valid upon express and written approval by
LBN.

3. The Relationship
3.1. ‘Commitment’ and ‘Trust’ between the Parties are essential to delivering CLT developments
together over the coming years. This will take time to build, but it begins by being honest
about what is possible and what is not possible. The MoU seeks to provide a basis for such
clarity.
The Parties agree to:

4.4. To use all reasonable endeavours to revert with proposals comprising an initial business
case, feasibility study, financial viability appraisals and cost planning for project(s) on the
site(s) identified by LBN under Cl 5.1 by [31st December 2020].
4.5. Responsibilities 4.1 to 4.3 to be completed within [four weeks] of all Parties signing this
MoU.

3.2. Only discuss sites that have the potential for viable development in the London Borough of
Newham.
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Appendix | Draft MoU between LB Newham and CLT Alliance
DRAFT

DRAFT

5. Responsibilities to be delivered by LBN
5.1. To promptly bring forward site(s) within the Custom House area for the investigation of the
provision of CLT homes. In doing so:
5.2. To comprehensively and promptly consider and respond in writing to proposals made by
the CLT Alliance including any Party within it in relation to Cl 4.4 and in doing so to advise as
to LBN’s approval to and capacity to immediately progress such proposals.
5.3. To afford the CLT Alliance all reasonable support to achieve Cl 4.4. For the avoidance of
doubt LBN support shall include written support for the pursuit of funding including from
CLH London and the Greater London Authority (GLA) by the CLT Alliance and/or any Party
within it.

6.3.5. [The processes by which ‘Allocations’ will be made to CLT homes].
6.3.6. A threshold that will need to be met to confirm that projects are ‘community led’
and enhance the wider community.
6.3.7. The expectations for community wealth building and socio-economic value added by
CLT homes.
Signed on behalf of London Borough of Newham:
by [ office or job title of signatory ]

5.4. To proactively engage with the CLT Alliance in reviewing potential development sites
identifying opportunities and constraints, in order to prepare a pipeline of potential CLT
sites across Newham.

Signed on behalf of Newham Citizens:
by [Chair? Community Organiser?]

5.5. Cl 5.1 to be completed within [two weeks] and Cl 5.4 to be completed within [three
months] of all Parties signing this MoU.

Signed on behalf of E16 CLT:
by Chair James Perera

6. Responsibilities to be jointly delivered
6.1. To enter into a workstream, the purpose of which is to agree and approve parameters for
the long-term pursuit of CLT projects across Newham. In doing so it is expected that:

Signed on behalf of London CLT:
by Chief Executive Calum Green

6.1.1. LBN will be candid with proposals for their regeneration programme and
challenges they face.
6.1.2. The CLT Alliance will be candid in how it may be able to assist LBN in this regard.
6.1.3. LBN will proactively investigate the inclusion of CLT housing commitments in the
borough’s emerging housing strategy.
6.2. The workstream will explore a range of CLT business models to include development and
OPEX appraisals co-authored by the Parties.
6.3. The workstream will conclude in publication of a joint [‘vision for CLTs in Newham’]. The
Vision will include:
6.3.1. [A review and prioritisation of all available sites in order to establish a pipeline of
potential CLT sites].
6.3.2. [A 3-year and 10-year acceleration plan].
6.3.3. [Definitions of affordability, the ‘ranges’ of household income that will be targeted,
and tenure options including rent and affordable ownership].
6.3.4. [An appraisal of development procurement and delivery route options for CLT
homes].

3

4
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Appendix | Signed non-competition and collaboration agreement for the CLT Alliance

NON-COMPETITION & COLLABORATION AGREEMENT

1.0

SHARED MISSION & RATIONALE FOR THE PARTNERSHIP

1.1

The Parties missions are as follows, and are deemed complimentary:

THIS AGREEMENT is dated 05 November 2020

1.1.1

E16 CLT’s mission is: to help local people in the Custom House regeneration
area remain in the area, avoiding being priced out or displaced and providing
genuinely affordable housing in perpetuity.

1.1.2

Newham Citizens is part of Citizens UK’s, whose charitable objectives are:

PARTIES
The Parties to this Agreement are:

1. to develop the capacity and skills of the members of the socially and
economically disadvantaged communities of Britain and Ireland in such a
way that such members are better able to identify and meet their needs and
participate more fully in society;
2. to assist by directly promoting the more effective working of local and
national capacity building institutions designed to pursue that aim.

a) E16 Community Land Trust (E16 CLT)
b) Newham Citizens (NC)
c) London Community Land Trust (LCLT)
Collectively, they will be known as ‘The Parties’.

0.0

BACKGROUND

0.1.

Discussions have been had between E16 Community Land Trust (E16 CLT, including
the partnership with PEACH), Newham Citizens (NC) and London CLT (LCLT) [the
Parties] regarding the delivery of CLT homes in Newham.

0.2.

This purpose of this note is to record the agreement reached regarding noncompetition and co-operation.

0.3.

An additional agreement would be needed if a more regular and/or frequent
relationship was to be formed.

0.4.

Relationship between E16 CLT & PEACH; When this note refers to E16 CLT, it also
refers to the involvement of PEACH (The People’s Empowerment Alliance for Custom
House) by way of the partnership and shared mission between E16 CLT and PEACH –
refer to the Partnership Statement at Appendix 1. The shared mission between E16
CLT and PEACH is summarised in item 1.1.1. A Board member is shared between E16
CLT and PEACH to help support coordination and collaboration between the
organisations.

0.5.

Existing relationship between E16 CLT and Newham Citizens. Two members of
Newham Citizens have joined the board of E16 CLT on 6 monthly terms to help support
collaboration between both organisations.
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1.1.3

1.2

London CLT’s mission is: Communities creating permanently affordable homes
and transforming neighbourhoods.

By forming this agreement, the three missions are better served in the following ways:
1.2.1

E16 CLT is able to benefit from the support and solidarity of Newham Citizens,
and be confident that LCLT will not bid for any potential CLT site in E16 that may
be identified for CLT homes.

1.2.2

Newham Citizens is able to support the development of capacity and skills of
socially and economically disadvantaged communities in Newham and support
them to tackle the housing challenges the borough faces.

1.2.3

LCLT is able to help communities in Newham create permanently affordable
homes and transform their neighbourhood.

Appendix | Draft MoU between LB Newham and CLT Alliance

3.0

NON-COMPETITION

3.1

The Parties agree not to submit competing proposals for any sites or opportunities in
any part of Newham;

3.2

E16 CLT shall be the assumed bidder/promoter for any sites in the E16 postcode area
including Custom House unless it is mutually agreed otherwise by the Parties;

3.3

CO-OPERATION

4.1

The Parties agree to work together as the ‘CLT Alliance’ to enter into and pursue the
provisions of the emerging Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the London
Borough of Newham, the purpose of which is to investigate the realisation of CLT
homes in the borough. It is understood that the extent to which the Parties are able to
work together will depend on resources.

4.3

The Parties agree to support of E16 CLT’s proposals within the Custom House
regeneration where possible and where resources allow. It is understood that this
agreement allows for The Parties to co-operate on an ad hoc basis and in a limited
fashion. If this relationship becomes more frequent or regular, or a specific site is
agreed, a separate agreement may be formed stating the scope, resource, focus and
remuneration jointly determined based on a gap analysis and reflecting the dynamics,
requirements and budgets of specific items of work as they materialise.

TERM, VARIATION & TERMINATION

5.1

This Agreement shall commence on the date of signature by the relevant Parties.

4.3.2
4.3.3

Sufficient progress is made on a site in E16 by E16 CLT that the Parties are
confident it is more likely to be realised than not.
The Parties agree by mutual consent.
This agreement is terminated, as provided for in item 5.2

5.1.1

The Agreement may be reviewed and updated as needed through mutual
agreement of the Parties.

5.1.2

This Agreement may only be varied by written agreement of all Parties

5.2

This Agreement can be terminated by written notice by any of the Parties. Four weeks’
notice must be given.

6.0

CONFIDENTIALITY

6.1

Each Party undertakes that it shall not at any time disclose to any person any
confidential information concerning this Agreement between the Parties, except as
permitted by item 5.2.

6.2

Each Party may disclose the other Party’s confidential information:
6.2.1

6.2.2

The Parties will not progress processes to acquire sites outside of E16 until/unless:
4.3.1

4.4

5.0

On sites or opportunities that emerge outside the E16 postcode area, following E16
CLT formally securing CLT homes within E16, the Parties shall proactively discuss and
agree which CLT is most appropriate to bid or whether a joint or partnership bid is
optimal, based on a reasonable and realistic assessment of local membership,
capacity, compatibility, interest and other appropriate factors.

4.0

4.2

Newham Citizens to see CLT homes also delivered outside of E16 in Newham in the
medium to long-term.

6.3

to its employees, officers, representatives or advisers who need to know such
information for the negotiation and execution of the partnership. Each Party
shall ensure that its employees, officers, representatives or advisers to whom
it discloses the other Party’s confidential information comply with this
Agreement; and
as required by law, court order or any governmental or regulatory authority.

No Party shall use any other Party’s confidential information for any purpose other
than the negotiation and execution of the partnership.

Once either item 4.3.1 and/or 4.3.2 are satisfied, The Parties may actively seek to
acquire sites in line with item 4 above. It is the explicit desire of London CLT and
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7.0

CHARGES, LIABILITIES & STATUS

7.1

Except as otherwise provided for in separate agreements, the Parties shall bear their
own costs and expenses incurred in complying with their obligations under this
Agreement.

7.2

7.3

This Agreement is not intended to be legally binding, and no legal obligations or legal
rights shall arise between The Parties from this Agreement. The Parties enter into the
Agreement intending to honour all their obligations.
Nothing in this Agreement is intended to, or shall be deemed to, constitute either Party
as the agent of the other Party, nor authorise any of the Parties to make or enter into
any commitments for or on behalf of the other Parties.

Signed for and on behalf of
E16 Community Land Trust
Signature:

James Perera

Name:

James Perera

Position:

Chair, E16 CLT

Date:

3/11/2020.

Signed for and on behalf of
Newham Citizens (Citizens UK)
Signature:

Alistair Rooms

Name:

Alistair Rooms

Position:

Community Organiser

Date:

04/11/2020

Signed for and on behalf of
London Community Land Trust
Signature:
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Name:

Calum Green

Position:

Chief Executive

Date:

05/11/2020

